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Convention Is Determined to Jury Found Him Guilty of j Closely Contested Game Played on Damp Ball Grounds
Murder of His Wife
Get Through Its Task
Belle Elmore

Speedily
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Majority Expels Mrs. Pedro Perea Receives
That Sum on Insurance
Representatives of Press
From Floor
Policy

Democratic

-

-
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ARE TURNED

Innocence.

Tied.

That the constitutional convention

means to do business and do it ex
peditiously was apparent this fore
noon at the first Saturday and the
first forenoon session held thus far.
The adoption of a rule limiting the
debate on the initiative and referen
dum to three hours and on the entire
report of the legislative department
to eight hours, and the passage of an

London, Oct. 22. Dr. Hawley Crip-pe- n
accused of the murder of his wife
Belle Elmore, was today found guilty
and sentenced to death, the jury was
out only thirty minutes.
Will Be Hanged November 15.
London, Oct. 22. It was announced
this evening that Crippen will be hanged on November 15.

Chicago, III., Oct. 22. The Chicago
Nationals today changed their battery,
changed their stockings and changed

other resolution that all committees
report in full by next Wednesday, in
dicate that the constitution drafted
will reach Congress in good time to
let New Mexico in as a state before
March 4. next. Both rules were
adopted unanimously and that means
that the minority is agreed to this
It is proposed to go into
program.
committee of the whole from Monday
on and to be in almost continuous
session until every matter is disposed
of and the delegates can go home for

An

their luck, by defeating Philadelphia
ia the fourth game of the world's
tenth In,
series in a
ning, finishing four to three. The
Cubs took the lead in the first, but
Philadelphia tied in the third and took
the lead in the fourth. Neither side
scored again until the ninth, when
scored on
Schulte doubled and
Chance's triple. What had been excitement before became an absolute
delirum. David doubled in the tenth,
but was caught at third ending Philadelphia's chances. Chicago's half was
played amid
fairly
noise from thousands of Chicago's
Rooters. Archer doubled, took third
on Brown's out and scored on Scherk'
ard's pretty single over second. Cole
pitched eight innings for Chicago but
in the eighth Kling batted for him and
he was replaced in the box by Mord-ecai-

Extraordinary Criminal.

the prosecution this morning. It was
declared that it had been proven beyond a reasonable doubt that the body
found in the cellar of the Crippen
house was that of the doctor's wife. In
summing upr Lord Justice Alverstone
described Crippen as an extradorinary
man. If guilty, he had covered up the
ghastly crime In a ghastly way and it
was believed that it was most brutal
and. callous. If innocent, it is impos
.
good.
sible to fathom his mind, as he is abmet
this
forenoon
The convention
solutely indifferent to the charge of
being called to order by President murder. He had taken no step whatSpiess at 11 o'clock.
ever to prove his innocence. Crippen,
Prayer by Chaplain Julius A. Hart-ma- the justice declared, undoubtedly was
a liar and had lived an immoral life
Minutes read by Chief Clerk George but the
jury could not convict him on
W. Armijo and adopted.
score.
that
File No. 102 by Charles Springer on
He
the
that they must
jury
charged
amendments to the constitution. Reconvinced
beyond a reasonable
ferred to Committee on Amendments. be
doubt that the human parts found
those of Belle Elmoreand hat
ative to mines and mineral lands.' Re-- , fere
ueaiu wB8
ferred to committee on Taxation and ur
er. The jury
retired ana
Revenue.
an h.owr'8 deliberation they
File No. 104, by W. E. Garrison re- after half
that' they had found Dr. Criplating to separate submission of state reported
Crippen thereupon was
wide prohibition. Referred to the pen guilty.
sentenced to death.
committee on Education.
Leneve Trial Next Week.
File No. 105, by R. P. Holloman and
Before passing sentence, Lord Chief
Charles Rohn, abolishing the common
law doctrine of fellow servant. Re- Justice Alverton asked the prisoner if
ferred to the committee on Bill of he had any thing to say. In a low
voice, Crippen replied: "I still protest
Rights.
File No. 106, by Isidoro Armijo, F. my innocence." The chief justice
W. Parker and C. E. Miller, local op- then donned the black cape that had
tion. Referred to the committee on rested near him throughout the trial
and pronounced the sentence of death.
County and Municipalities.
File No. 107, by Francisco Gauna Crippen will be hanged on November
relative to school boards and school 15. The trial of Miss Leneve as ac
text books. Referred to the commit- cessory after the fact in the murder
U.v. of Belle Elmore will begin on Tuesday.
tee on Education.
File No. 108. by E. F. Saxon rela
Retive to state land commissioner.
CAN DISGRUNTLED WIFE
ferred to the committee on Public
BE DEPORTED?

uu uue

was-tne-

Lands.
File No. 109 by E. F. Saxon, In reference to election of county officers. Referred to the committee on Elective
Franchise.- File No. 110 by E. F. Saxon referring to county and probate courts. Referred to the committee on Judiciary.
File No. Ill, by E. F. Saxon, in reference to state officers. Referred to
the committee on Executive.
File No. 112, by William McKean,
relative to the initiative and referendum. Referred to the committee on

Legislative Department.
File No. 113, by J. I. Hinkle, relative to freight and passenger rates to
be charged by common carriers. Referred to the committee on Corporations.

File No. 114 by Acasio Gallegos
nertainine to the referendum. Re
ferred to the committee on Legislative Department.
File No. 115, by Acasio Gallegos,
referring election to executive office.
Referred to Committee on Elective
Franchise.
File No. 116, by M. D. Taylor and
W. E. Lindsey for state wide prohibition, separate submission. Referred
to the committee on Education.
File No. 117 by E. D. Tlttmann, relating to apportionments.' Referred to
the committee on Apportionment.
File No. 118, by N. Segura, pertaining to rights of people of New Mexico. Referred to committee on Bill of
Rights.

File No. 119, by N. Segura, regarding treatment of disease. Referred to
committee on Miscellaneous Provis. ions.
File No. 120, by N. Segura, relative
to qualifications of voters. v Referred
to committee on Elective Franchise.
File No. 121, by Juan Navarro, re
lating to changes of county seats. Re
ferred to committee on Counties and
Municipalities.
File No. 122, by Daniel Cassidy,

.re-

lating to water rights. Referred to
committee on Irrigation and Water
Rights.
File No. 123, by W. D. Murray, rela-

tive to initiative and referendum as
Referred to
a separate ordinance.
committee on Legislative Department,

g

.

,

The Grounds Were Damp.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 22. The grounds
are still damp from yesterday's soak
ing but a canvass covering over the
pitcher's and catcher's boxes had protected that part of the diamond and
the prospects were goQd that the field
will be fairly dry by the time the
game is called.
The batting order will be the same
as Thursday, with the exception of
the pitchers, but the sun came out
anyway and Connie Mack said forty
degrees Farhanheit was just about

Second Inning.

Uncle Sam's Immigration Authorities runs.
at Laredo are Wrestling With a
Bender
Peculiar Legal Problem

Chicago

Third Inning.
walked
and scored

Strunke's triple to left center.

Houston, Texas, Oct. 22. Is Laredo,
Texas, the ideal haven for the Mexican
wife who has left the bed and board of
her lord in the sister republic? U. S.
immigration officials are considering
a peculiar case having to do with a refugee wife who is now feeling safe
under the stars and stripes in the border city, ihe wife left the husband, a
Mexican custom officer in Nuevo Laredo, Mexico, and after several days
search was located on this side of the
river. She refused to return. The officer then apepaled to the V. S. authorities to compel her. The matter was
submitted to the immigration authorities but they are in doubt whether
they can report a disgruntled wife.

partment herewith reports forty-fiv- e
(45) sections, with the recommendation that the same be incorporated in
the constitution.
"We respectfully return to yout
body, Files Nos. 6, 6, 7, 16, 25, 35, 43,
47, 61, 67, 73 and 80, and File No.
blank, introduced by Messrs. Fergus-soand Taylor. These files relate to
the initiative and referendum. As the
latter system has been incorporated
in the report of this committee, and as
in the opinion of the committee no
necessity exists for the incorporation
of what is known as the Initiative, in
our system of legislation, it is respectn

after considerafully recommended,
tion of the report of this committee,
together with said files so returned,
by the committee of the whole, togeth
er with any minority report filed from
this committee, that the said files be
laid upon the table. .,,- -"
"We further respectfully return
File No. blank, introduced by Mr.
Stover, and File No. 13, introduced
by Mr. Heflin, relating to bribery, with
the recommendation ;that same be referred to some other committee, as the
matter of bribery of legislative officers has been provided for in the report herewith Submitted.
"We also'spectfully return Files
No. 48, 66 and 53, relating to primary

File No. 124, by Reymundo Harrison, relative to county boundary lines
and Municipalities, Referred to com- mittee on County and Municipalities.
File No. 125, A. A. Sedillos, with
Referred elections, with - the recommendation
reference to v corpbrations.
to committee on Corporations.
that thy."be referred to some other
Chairman A. B. Fall then presented committee; as not properly within the
the majority report C. R. Brice part province of the committee on-- legislaof, and H. B. Fergusson, another part tion.";
of the minority report of the commit"File No. 30, introduced by Mr. Titt-matee on Legislative Department. F, B.
relating to a civil service comWood, while not filing a "minority rethis committee does not reremissioner,
from
all
dissented
port, stated he
as
properly within its province,
ports on the matter of the initiative. gard
The majority report is Introduced with except that it apparently contemplates
establishing a separate and distinct
the following:
Convention Hall, October 22, 1910. legislative department for the state;
"To the President and Delegates to and your committee recommends that
the Constitutional Convention:
(Continued on Page Eight.)
"Tour Committee on Legislative De

CAPTAIN JOHN G. CLANCY.
Delegate From Clancy, Guadalupe County ,And One of the Constitutional
Makers Who Sat in the Convention of 1889 He is the Old-:'- i
est Delegate in the Convention.
Captain John ,G. Clancy, Republi and was a close associate of the
and mining kings made famous
can delegate from Clancy, Guadalupe
in song and story, the captain residing
trie
of
distinction
be
county, enjoys
then in San Francisco. His remniscen
ing one of the delegates who sat in cles of those days when millions were
the convention of 1&S9 to draft a con- made and lost in a day, make him a
stitution for New; Mexico and who to- story teller of inexhaustible interest.
In the fall of 1873 Captain Clancy
day finds himself chosen by the peo-pie to take part In the same important came to New Mexico staying two
work. He is the oldest delegate In the years in the territory and visited
but bears his years well, ta Fe. He first resided in Puerto de
Captain Clancy is a native of Bat- - Luna and then in San Miguel. He
Vermont, where he was born turned to California for two years. He
He attended the public came back to New Mexico coming
in 1S36.
schools of that town and was gradu- - through Arizona with many fine sheep,
ated from the high school. Later he; Captain Clancy was one of the
to Boston where he studied in stitution makers of 1889 with E. S.
the Commercial Academy. Then he Stover, F. W. Clancy, T. B. Catron, G.
answered the call of the waves, follow-- . W. Prichard and Sylvestre Mirabal.
ing the sea for five years. He was He served one term in the legislature
steadily advanced and was made an in 1892. He is today an extensive
officer of the Pacific Mail whose sheep raiser with large ranges in the
steamers plied between San Francis- - valley of the Alamagordo, in Guada-cand Panama. He was made super- - lupe county.
intendent of the Northern American
Captain Clancy is a widower and
Steamship Company with offices at the following three children are
Juan del Sur Nicaragua. He later; ing: Carl C. Clancy, Juan J. Clancy
took up the work of prospecting for and Carolina Clancy.
mines in Mexico, in Nevada and was
Captain Clancy is regarded as a
among those who engaged in the min-- . strong man politically by his constituing stock and brokerage business in ents and he never fails to win out
the days of the Virginia City, bonanza when he is put on a ticket.
i,
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Twenty-Si-
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Couaties is

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 22. On the pla
Supreme Court Clerk Jose D. Sena
cid sea through which the constitu today received a remittance of
$12,000
tional convention has been sailing for from the State Life Insurance Comten days a storm suddenly broke and pany of
Indianapolis in payment of a
raged about the head of President judgment renewed against the comGeorge W. P. Hunt and his secretary, pany In the district court at
Albuquer- A. A. Cohn, who is also editor of the
iflUe and affirmed hv thn
en.
ciioue naiiy tiiooe, wnen copies of
in the suit of Mrs. Pedro
court
preme
Wednesday's issue of that paper apPerea, widow of the late Delegate to
peared on the delegates' desks.
Congress Pedro Perea of Bernalillo.
Exceptions to an Article.
Sandoval county. The suit was on a
Eloquent and impassioned exceptions were taken to an article appear- policy for $10,000 and the defense was
ing therein contributed by Cohn. that the iusured did not live up to the
which spoke of Baker, Franklin and contract or agreement made with him
Webb as "soreheads," by both Baker by the agent who sold him the policy.
and Franklin. The highest pitch of With interest and costs the judgment
excitement prevailed in the conven- has run over i2,000 and Supreme
tion during the episode.
Delegates Court Clerk Jose D. Sena today wired
generally regarded it as intended as a tbe company to remit the additional
direct slap at Hunt, though the author sum to cover the interest from Februof the article was severely denounced ary 4, 1908, the date the
Judgment was
for what was called an untruthful rendered.

statement.

Charges that lobbying has been done
in behalf of prohibition resulted in
depriving representatives of the press
of floor privileges in the constitutional convention. All reporters were ex
cluded on motion of Delegate Feeney
of Cochise county, who declared the
courtesy of the' " convention had been
abused.
It was understood that the action
was directed against Superintendent
Burke of the
league, who
has been reporter for a Phoenix paper, and at the same time is said to
have conducted an active campaign
on behalf of a prohibition section of
the constitution.
Until now press representatives
have had
of going upon
the floor of the convention during
recess. It is believed the privilege
will be restored, although it is asserted that Burke, or any other representative of the local paper will be
excluded.
in
Woman suffrage is recognized
one of the proposals for constitutionIN
al articles offered, This proposition
would give women the same electoral
Another
privileges ' as men have.
proposition would make the payment
of damages for personal injuries compulsory and still another would have
the constitution recognize the right to
French Aeronaut Tells Thiil- - Aviator's Machine Tumbles strike,
picket and boycott.
in Teeth of Brisk Wind
One of the economies that will be
ling Tale of Adventure
affected under state government will
in Canada.
at Belmont
'
be the result of placing sheriffs, constables and other peace officers on the
list, and by providing that all
SWISS BALLOON HAS LANDED THREE NATIONS
COMPETING salaryshall
be paid into the county
fees
con-we-

anti-saloo- n

o

'

liv-Sa- n

'

right for "freezing onto the pennant."
The Batteries.
Philadelphia: Bender and Thomas.
Chicago: Cole and Archer.
First Inning.
Philadelphia, no runs.
Chicago, one run. . Schrecard; walked and stole second and went to third
on Hoffman's single over third base.
Philadelphia no runs.

GROUND

Tangled.

heart-breakin-

London, Oct. 22. The charge of
murder was made in the closing for

GAINS

Constitution Makers in Neighboring Territory Seem

Committees Ordered to Make Hanging Will Take Place on Quakers Were Ahead Until
November 15 Protests Hi
Ninth When They Were
Full Reports by Wednesday
Afternoon.

JUDG-

MENT IS

SKI NNED

n

i
DEBATE 'JURY

112,000

MAKERS

at Chicago

!

NO '207

1910

Hi

TENTH

TO GALLOWS

HARD

2,

i

I!

COS

GOES

'2--

FULLS

LOS!

WILDER

no
on
One

run.
Chicago no runs.
Fourth Inning.
Philadelphia. Collins beat out infield hit and took third on Baker's
double, both scored on Murphy's
double. Cole struck out three men in
this inning. Two runs.
Schulte singled and took
Chicago.
third on Hoffman's hot one down
first base line, scored on Chance's
single. One run.
Fifth Inning.
Philadelphia no runs. Chicago no
runs.
Sixth Inning.
Philadelphia no runs. Bender filed
one with bases full.
Chicago no runs.
Seventh Inning
Philadelphia no runs. Chicago no
runs.
Eight Inning.
Philadelphia no runs. Chicago no
on
runs. Philadelphia had three
bases with one out but by pretty- double play killed chances.
Ninth Inning.
Philadelphia Brown now pitching
for Chicago. No runs.
Chicago Schulte doubled to right,
scored on Chance's triple to center.
One run. Score tied.
Tenth Inning.
Philadelphia no runs.
Archer doubled into left
Chicago.
center, took second on Brown's sacrifice and scored when Schekard sent
single into center, this winning the
game for Chicago.

NOT

50 FEET
1

Introduce

Two of the Aeronauts Are Still Air Conquerours
Machines of Many New
Reported Lost in the
Woods.
Types.

treasury.
The first step toward effecting this
change is a proposition before the
constitutional convention directing
the general assembly to fix the salaries of the various peace officers of
the state and county. Attempts to
eradicate the fee system in past legislatures always failed for political
reasons.
A proposition
prohibiting courts
from issuing injunctions and the punishing tf persons for the violation
thereof when such persons have done
nothing in conflict with the federal or
state constitution has been fathered,
by Cunniff of Yavapai and is consid
ered very radical in purpose and ef
fect.

Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M.

A.

Otero

received $114
from Game
Warden Thomas P. Gable.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Howell Earnest Agency
Company of Clayton, Union county,
capitalized at $12,000, divided Into 120
shares. The incorporators and directors are: Samuel Hosfeld, Howell
Earnest, Nellie A. Hosfeld, Mabel H.
today

Earnest.
Counties in Good Financial Condition.
The report of Traveling Auditor C.
V. Safford for September, shows that
on October 1, there were balances in
the twenty-icounty treasuries of
Chaves county, on ac$1,134,656.44.
count of its big court house building
fund, led with a balance of $150,981.44.
Luna county with a similar fund and
x

third with $83,879.11, but Valencia
county was second with $84,592.09 and
Bernalillo fourth with $S2,972.06. Socorro was fifth with $72,165.79, Grant
sixth with $69,887.82. Lincoln was
seventh with $59,715.78 and San Miguel eight with $39,637.02. The other
counties had the following balances:
Colfax $37,036.23;
curry $42,650.12;
Dona Ana $56,148,38; Eddy $24,712.11;
Guadalupe $23,084.90; McKinley
Mora $15,784.83;
Otero
Rio Arriba
Quay $25,416.02;
$42,612.59; Roosevelt $22,866.62; Sandoval $25,819.86; San Juan $12,716.85;
Santa Fe $19,249.66; Sierra $24,327.09;
Taos $25,778.04; Torrance $19,672.76;

Union

$22,554.79.

Postmaster Appointed.
Lillie J. Llye has been appointed
postmaster at Haile, Guadalupe county, in place of J. Dobbins, resigned.

authorities collected taxes in the territory lying between the river and the
line drawn from the turn In the Gila
and Pilot Knob.
But the residents of that district,
year by year, became more and more
Arizonians, until at last they resented
the visits of the. California taxgath-ere- r
to the extent of throwing him
into jail, presumably 'as a trespasser.
The temperance forces have framed
a proposition for the constitutional
prohibition, but have withheld its introduction for the present It is unArizona Raises Boundary Row Too.
derstood a poll of the delegates indiof
event
the
Another Interesting
day
was the bringing out for final dispo- cates a majority in favor of the subsition the Webb proposition relating mission of the question, which would
to the boundaries of the new state. be a surprise to the wet forces.
The legislative committee will make
The boundaries had been fixed in the
office of the attorney general, the a report on the Initiative and referendum early next week. It probably
western boundary being the
.
nel of the Colorado river from the will recomend no percent.
A railroad commission or corporapoint where the river reaches the
a
line a little west tion commission will be created by
of the 114th meridian.
the convention. One proposition proThat California had an ancient vides that the comission shall have
claim on a strip of land embracing three members, elected for six, four
about 4,000 acres, including a part of and three years. Another proposition
the town of Yuma, was well known, to be offered will make the term four"
though for nearly a score of years
for all three. Jones of Marcio-pa- ,
that claim has not been asserted. But years
of the committee on railchairman
on account of the existence of the
three
runs,
Final Philadelphia
will favor making the powers
roads,
claim, it was decided at the sugges- of the commission broad
twelve hits, two errors.
enough to
tion of Judge Baker and Messrs. Kln-gaChicago four runs, ten hits and no
cover other corporations, including
the
that
and
Franklin
EUlnwood,
errors.
matter be referred again to the com- telegraph, express and public service
mittee on federal relation for an in- utilities.
LORETTO PUPILS WILL GIVE
A proposition that will bring no joy
A PLAY FRIDAY NIGHT.
vestigation of the claim. It was so referred though the Yuma delegation to the companies doing an incorporaobjected to a revivifying of the mat- tion business in Arizona is that intro
"Heirs of Rockford" Is the Title and
ter that might Jead to the alienation duced by EUlnwood. Under the presIt Will be for Benefit of the
ent law companies may be incorporatof the land claimed by California.
Academy Chapel.
This claim is based on the boundary ed on payment of a fee of $20 to the
as established by the treaty of Guada- territorial treasury. The total amount
The girls of Loretto Academy are
lupe Hidalgo, in which the boundary of fees amounts to $60,000 annually to
of
the
final
rehearsals
holding the
between Mexico and the United Arizona. Ellinwood's proposition prodrama. "The Heirs of Rockford,"
States was made to run along the vides that the general assembly shall
which will be presented in Loretto
of the Gila river to a point
channel
The
22.
Oct.
Calif..
Francisco.
San
TWENTY
WITH
pass a law fixing a franchise tax based
Hall Friday night, October 28. The STEAMER
of the San Francisco where the river turns, slightly east of on the capital stock of all corporations
IS MISSING.
BOARD
ON
beantify-inthe
will
be used for
proceeds
Viimn and from this Doint a straieht
immigration sutuuii wuii uic icm5- i line was run to Pilot
organized .under the laws of Arizona.
of the academy chapel, by the purKnob, about eight As it is likely the legislature would
is
commissioner,
From
of
Hart
ment
North,
Sailed
Last Friday
Spanish
chase of a new altar.
miles down the river.
New Orleans-Rev- enue
make it higher than 20 the aim of the
contemplated in a recommendation
Pupils of the academy, have been . Honduras for
Thus a territory, embracing about
is to restrict the incorporaby
now
Secretarj
Wrecked.
Cutter
prepared
being
of the present limits of proposal
selling tickets to the performance
Nagle. Commissioner North has been Yuma,; Including "Prison Hill" and tion business, and make the laws less
which, promises to be of unusual inter- '
net
New Orleans. Oct 22. The steamer under fire for some time for alleged
acres in the valley below lax. Some think it would mean abusiest as the play was written by a nun
- nearly 3,000
the
drive
laws
of
state
and
to
the
regardsailed
last
the
loss
which
administration
lax
Friday
Bluefields,
Tickets
in
California
Mercedes.
name
on
is
side,
were left
the
whose pen
ness to other states with more liberal
for imrO the immigration of Orientals. It what is now San Diego county.
will also be sold at the door Friday from Ceiba. Spanish Honduras,
the
28
entry
aboard
he
that
is charged
persons
permitted
this provisions.
The later boundary between
night and there are no reserved seats New Orleans with
County Division.
so those desiring good seats had bet- Is still missing. It is feared that it j 0f Chinese, Japanese and Hindoos, the country and Mexico, made by the
entitled
for the division of Marnot
not
The
a
did
Hurricane.
of
Propositions
numbers,
been
in
in
has
course,
lost
Gadsden
orches
latter
large
Morrison's
purchase,
ter arrive early.
two
recommendation
into
and
counties, cutting oft
Arizona
was
The
cutter
between
affect this line
to fdmission.
icopa
Cepedes
tra will furnish music between the Cuban revenue
many years, until
acts and the entertainment will likely wrecked. neaT Cape San Antonio, to remove comes from the commts- California.-;-Fo- r
some time in the '70s the California
(Continued on Page Eight.)
(Cuba. All on board escaped.
sloner general of immigration.
attract a large audience.
Oct.

Belmont Park, N. Y., Oct. 22. Tod
Thrilling
stories of adventure are told by the Shriver, in a Dietz biplane, was the
French aeronauts who took part in first aviator to suffer an accident on
the international balloon race from the preliminaries of the international
St. Louis. W. Demumm, who started meet, which starts today.
in the balloon Isle de France, says:
While he was flying in the teeth of
"Leaving St. Louis on Monday we a brisk wind, something gave way and
We
headed straight for Michigan.
the machine plunged fifty feet to the
sailed over Lake Michigan for six
ground.
hours, then over Lake Huron into
Schriver suffered minor injuries
Soon we found ourselves
Canada.
? bimane and engine were de"
above the Canadian wilderness. Theland
' Biruyeu.
wind became stronger and we swept,
, Thomaa g Baldwln arrived
on sixty miles an hour over an unin-- ; on tne groun(jg early with his fifty
"Red
viting country with not a single habi-- , horsepower Curtis biplane,
tation. Below us wolves were growl-- ; Devil," flying from Garden City avia- ing and looked all too anxious for ton held, ihe manner oi nis coming
was sensational. He new in me neaa
prey. For two hours we were lost
a northwest wind, six miles from
,
t.- w
Garden City and traveled more than a
Wednesday night .we were in sight of mile a minute.
the railway track' and lost no time In
The meeting will extend over eight
'
descending."
days. Thirty aviators and nearly
Two Dirigibles Still Missing.
forty areoplanes are on hand for the
St. Louis, Oct. 22. The Swiss bal- - beginning of what promises to be the
loon Azura, one of the contestants in mogt important aeronautic event ever
the international balloon race, landed neid
32 miles north of Biscetasmg, Algomai
Amerlca. France and Great Britain
-- nmnetitnrs
district of Canada, north of Lake Su-- j
The definite arrival
Perior- of a monoplane is one of the most not
The balloons America IL and theiab,e features Mogt of tne macnines
uu unmB.
UUSSeiUOri ll, a.
nvo Ttolnlf ninnnnlnnoa and npw models
A search for the missing balloons
o Wright and Curtiss areoplanes and
surface" planes.
"
Com-jgovernment
the Hudson Bay
pany and the United States revenue;
IN PACIFIC
SHAKE-Ucutters on the lake.
IMMIGRATION STATION.
The Germany, by landing at Coocoo-- I
.
cash, 179 miles north of Quebec, Wed-- j
North Has Been Under
nesday morning, is thought to have Commissioner
Fire and is Recommended
broken alf distance records, the dis
for Removal.
tance from St. Louis being 1,185 miles,
New

York,

22.

j

P

V

mid-cha- n

'

Arizona-Californi-

.

g

one-thir- d

j
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DOCTOR
MINOR CITY TOPICS

Poultry
Fruit
Vegetables

MIGHTY

Oct. 22.
Denver,
Colo.,
The forecast is fair weather
tonight and Sunday and not so
cold.

Hattie Cain of Carrsville
Thinks all the More of Her
Doctor Since He Advised
Her to Take Cardui.

Yes, There's a Show at the Elks'
tonight and all other nights. Prices
10 and 15 cents.
Carrsville, Ky. "My doctor," writes
Wedding Linceses Wedding licensto
Mrs. Hattie Cain, "who advised me
take Cardui, for my troubles, is a mighty es were issued by Deputy Clerk Sanfine doctor, and say God bless Cardui doval to Charles B. Murphy and Miss
and the people who make it.
Eutemina D. Underwood, of this city,
"Before I took Cardui, I suffered with and to Mecced Vijil and Nina Sauso,
1
female troubles for sixteen years.
of Tesuque.
would have to send for a doctor every
New Chairs for Court House The
three month, andohl how dreadfully!
offices of the court house are looking
suffered!
"I would cramp and have convulsions very attractive today for 30 new
and it looked like 1 would die. At last 1 chairs have been added to their "seattook Cardui and ohl what a surpriset I ing capacity." The chairs are not only
found it was the medicine for met
substantial but are comfortable and
"From the first bottle, I began to mend will stand good service.
and now I am well, can do more work,
Files Tax Suits District Attorney
can walk and go where I please and it
don't hurt me, and I owe it all to Cardui." E. C. Abbott has filed about forty tax
Cardui helps sick women back to suits in the district clerk's office, and
health. It has been doing this for ovet some of them date back as tar as;
50 years. It is not a laxative, or a heart 1S99. It is said that there win be a
or kidney medicine it is a woman'i general awakening to the tax situation
medicine.
in this city as a result of Mr. Abbott's
If you are a woman, try it
action.
From 21 to 45 That was the range
N. B. Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept. Chaff
the mininooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn., for Specia in tehiperalure yesterday,
book. Home Treatmea mum occurring at 5:a0 a. m. The averInstructions, and
for Women, sent in plain wrapper, on request.
age relative humidity lor the day was
72 per cent. The lowest temperature
last night was 27 degrees and the temperature at 6 o'clock this morning was
THE DAILY BOUND UP.
29 degrees. The weather expert said
of yesterday: "It was a clear cold day,
with a mean of 33 degrees which is
RUNNING FOR OFFICE.
15 degrees below the normal. The afternoon was comparatively warm and
Running for office.
This is the game.
pleasant."
Go Where the Crowd Goes that is
Handing out cards
to the Elks'. Best pictures at the
With your face and your name.
best place. Prices 10 and 15 cents.
Making great speeches,
Woman's
Board of Trade The
Spending your pelf.
Woman's Board of Trade will meet on
Wearing your lungs out
Monday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
Boosting yourself.
the Public Library.
Honor for Mr. Spitz It has been
Shouting your virtues
To one and all.
stated on excellent authority that S.
Citing your fitness
Spitz, of this city, has been appointFor what may befall,
ed district deputy grand master of
the Masons for New Mexico. Mr.
Telling the voters
Lined up at the bar
Spitz has taken an active part In
Just what a splendid
Masonic affairs and h.s friends say
Good fellow you are.
that this honor has been well deserv

2 boxes 35c.

Always Soft

FINE

Mrs.

STRAWBERRIES EVERY FRIDAY

20c the box.

M.

and

Comfortable

1

QUINCES FOR JELLY

Winter Grocery Co.
Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Southern

No. 40.

Telephone

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WE

ALL

WITH

CASH

PURCHASES

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry. Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China. Novelties,
Leather anil Leather Khony

Goods'
MANUFACTURER

S. Spitz

JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
IN OUR LINE DONE

F.VERY DJCSORIPTION OF WORK

TO ORDKK

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FK, N, M.

if

1Q

AOfi OANON
ROAD

MULLIGAN & RISING
Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
VAYPlSaT 130
PICTURE

FRAftlnG

IOC

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

PALACE

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

I

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
International Stock Food
Wholesale and fit tail Dealers in
Floar.'Hay,

HrnMrl

mm

I

LCU

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

SATISFACTION

ASSURED

IFIRST GLASS CORRICK'S HACK
LINE
f

iiini nrmnnr
ShKU ti

at

Fm

if! Ill

Popular Prices

DIAMONDS Ym

ml

SSZZ

34S San Francisco

A)

TIaaaa

WATCHES
FHM by Up-tSat Methods

wmiiy aim IIIIVVI

wwmW
SANTA FE, N. M.

successfully.

e

" tne isone

wno

g

I

foot-conformi-

ng

SELIGMAN BRns CO.

revelation.

HEATING STOVES THAT HEAT
Is the kind you get
f you buy from us,

j

THE WEAR
is there all sorts of it
H

You will also

1

All Leathers
All Styles
All Lasts

ST. LOUIS,

than anyother make
the market.

Shoe Co.

u. s.

--

A.

ground in the town of Vilatteville
where he will erect his home. Irrigation is by means of artesian wells.
The immigrants are coming from
France, Italy, and other countries of
Europe, and also from Chicago, New
York and other large American cities.
The land is to be sold at cost on long
time. The archbishop is a native of
France, having been born in Paris.
He is a graduate of the University of
Montreal and has been decorated by
the French and Belgium governments
for his humanitarian work among the
natives of these countries in America.

SHOE SHOP

SOLOING "BACK TO
THE SOIL" PROBLEM.

24

E SAN

vi;.

on

CUSTOM MADE BY
Wertheimer-Swart- s

Francisco.

.'int.

el

Our line is composed rf the
b'Btrrl
(Col es Hot Blast) which burns ccal or
wood equally well.
Come in and let us point out to you the
superiorty of the Coles.

I

W H?mA

If t' Hardware

hone
No.

eco! S We have it.

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
RATON "
YANKEE

Screened

Wood
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithif g Coal.
Kawed wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
A. I,4S. r. Depot

Stettin Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

near

Telephone

85

Telephone 85

FRAN6ISC0 ST

Poor of Overcrowded Cities of United
States to Find Homes In Norths
Men's
(nailed) -- - 75c
ern Chihuahua, Mexico.
- 50c
Ladies' half sole?
Rubber heels
50c
Laredo, Texas, Oct. 22. The "back
FIRST CLASS WORK
to the soil" problem is being worked
GUARANTEED.
v
out in behalf of the poor in the over
crowded districts of the large cities
in America and Europe on a scale that
in
promises to become tremendous
scope, in Northern Chihuahua across
the. border of the Rio Grande in Mexico. It is the practical test of the
problem that has been bothering sojFor
years the only
cial workers for years. At Candelaria,
first class tonsorial parlor
a small station on the line of the
Fe.
in
National Railway of Mexico, Archbishop Joseph Rene Vilatte, head of
OUR NEW FITCH
the Orthodox, or old Catholic church
TREATMENT
in America, is establishing a colony
where the population of the foreign is guaranteed to cure, (not only
quarters of the large cities of the relieve, Dandruff, Jailing hair &
half-sole-

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstrac- t- :o you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which vou now ownT

KERR'S

iK.,Jt7,e-

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

Catron Block

-

THE SANT

FE ABSTRACT

Santa Pe.N.M

Realty

rance

&

Insu-

Agency

Tel Black

76

i9

Santa

LIVERY
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

other scaip irritations. We also
carry a complete line of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE

&

FITCH

Call up 'Phone 9

;

BATHS

BATHS BATHS
HUBBS
LAUNDRY
Agents

Phone us, wewillbefrladtocallforyour
laundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliveron Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; yosr
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

you Send for the doctor when
there is sickness in the house?
Do

is to compound scientifically
the medicine your doctor or- ers. And we are the best fitted through education, ex.
erience, and facility, to do his biddind.

ur Business

get a

heater that w i
burn less fuel and
radiate more htbt

NICK YANNI'S

ten-acr- e

tnrough udy and
best fitted to treat the illnc ss

training,
THAT'S HIS BUSINESS.

pliant and
that it is a

State of Olhio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County
and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the United States and the
immigrants
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
from foreign countries may find a
FRANK J. CHENEY.
home and in a comparatively short
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De time become Independent. The church
has purchased 50,000 acres of land,
cember, A. D., 1886.
has established a town, laid the
A. W. GLEASON,
cornerstone for a church and estab(Seal)
Public.
Notary
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern lished a school for the colonists who
ally, and acts directly on the blood are to settle the land and cultivate the
and mucous surfaces of the system. soil. The invitation to Join the colony
is not confined to the members of this
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. church but applies to the people of all
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
cities and countries. Each rancher
tract for the growwill have a
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ing of his crops and also an acre of

Wi w
Ror'.aiICO

are made of wool unequalled in softness,
warmth, comfort and strength. Made big
enough and long enough for comfort after
they come from the wash. They outlast
other makes. Don't buy your underwear
until you have seen the White Cat brand.
The prices will suit you.

FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
household favorite for coughs, cold's
and ailments of the throat, chest and
dall. T. P. Martin, J. W. Dwire, Taos; lungs. Contains no opiates. Sold by
J. M. Jarvis, Durango; D. D. Ferrell, The Capital Pharmacy.
El Paso; J. W. Hopper, Alamosa; T.
S. Woolsey, City.
Coronado.
L. F. Hoppe, Kansas City; R. L.
Robertson, Buckman; P. J. Hammill,
Cedar Rapids; M. A. Gregory, San

-

OF

JEWELRY
t.

A

aiuuie nurses

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Sorvio

g

flU"

C. YONTZ
MANUFACTURM

KVop

nn nnA 0 n

who want
who
do not
comfort
object to style here is
a shoe that is so soft,

y,

'

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Underwear
FOR BIEN

worth

Undertakers Elect Officers The!
New Mexico Funeral Directors' association in convention at Albuquerque, elected the following officers:
I'ounding the table
President, Frank H. Strong, AlbuquerAnd yelling like thunder,
que; first vice president, Richard M.
Trying to make 'em
Thome, Carlsbad; second vice presiBelieve you're a wonder.
dent Thomas A. Johnson, Las Vegas;
Detroit Free Press.
third, Chester T. French, Albuquerque; treasurer, Clark D. Dilley, RosArrested for Keeping Premises Un- well; secretary, H. Strong, Las
,
sanitary F. L. Pearce was arrested
who starts his fourth term.
at Albuquerque yesterday for keeping on his premises an outhouse that
is unsanitary.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
El Bien Publico
Vincent Thomas
is the editor of a new paper at Taos,
Palace.
El Bien Publico. Juan N. Vigil !s the
L, Burgen, Coeur d'Alene, Ida.;
president and Enrique Gonzales the D. Fred
R. Simon, Denver; C. C. Wheeler,'
treasurer of the publishing company,
Holland,
Mich.; C. R. Wise, Denver;
while Mr. Thomas is the secretary.
A. B. McMillan, H. A. Jastro, Albu
i
Died of Scarlet Fever at Albuquer-- querque; J. B. Levert, Jr., and family,
que Miss Margaret Sherman,
aged New Orleans, La.; Fred H. West, St.
eighteen years, died at Albuquerque Louis; Dr. R. L. Smart, Albuquerque;
yesterday of scarlet fever. She was John ,T. Fox, St. Louis.
a heroine, for she contracted the disClaire.
ease in nursing four little girls, the
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Martin, El Paso;
step children of her sister, one of Mrs. Willie Adams, Colonia Diaz, Mex
whom also succumbed to the dread ico; E. G. Brown, Mrs. I. L. Brown,
disease. The other three are on the Miss Brown and Miss M. Turner, Cinroad to recovery owing to the nursing cinnati; E. S. Crist, Monero; J. F.
given them by Miss Sherman.
Kelly, Willard; Fred Hensly, Shelby-ville- ,
Ind.
Sentenced to Prison for Life At El
Paso, John Leech was sentenced for
Gregg.
E. Meyers, Albuquerque; B. G. Ranlife for the murder of Ernest Kohl-berOfficers of Grand
Chapter The
grand chapter of Royal Arch Masons
of the territory at Roswell chose as
its officers for the coming year: J. C.
Slack, Clayton, grand high priest; So
lomon Spitz, Santa Fe, deputy grand
high priest; Clifton O. Young. Albuquerque, grand king; Nathan Jaffa,
Santa Fe, grand scribe; Arthur J. Ma-loAlbuquerque,
grand
treasurer; A. A. Keen, Albuquerquegrand secretary: R. E.
Lund. Roswell, grand chaplain; Maurice R. Williams, Las Vegas, grand
captain of the host; R, M. Parsons,
Roswell, grand principal sojourner;
Charles B. Morrow. Silver City, grand
Royal Arch captain; John Spring,
Clayton, grand master third veil; A.
Goldenburg, Tucumcari, grand master
second veil; E. E. McNott, Artesia,
grand master first veil; Paul Teutsch,
Albuquerque, grand tiler.

WHITE CAT

For women who appreciate their money's

Cru-ces-

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
PHONE
BLACK

Stylish, too

ed

Running for office
And losing your rest,
Sawing the air
And beating your breast,

EASY

1

1

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

For real comfort, slip into a union suit
of White Cat Underwear. The softness and coziness will make you feel
tip top. Then there's the convenience
of it, and the time saved in dressing.
No bunching; no division at the waist
line. Or, if you prefer separate garments you can get them also under the
White Cat label. Whether you do
outside or inside work there's a special
weight for you. Winter garments of

THONB RED

m.

i

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.

Dot Caspar Avenn

CHAS. CLOSSON

Wflsy?
BRING EVERY PRESCRIPTION TO US FOR RESULTS

ZOOK'S PHARMACY
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is known in California as j
j
the freeholders' law. It is in opposi DEMAND AN ELEG- CHILDREN'S FACES
to
introduced
the
tion
the
proposition
Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows Hpw
day before by Mr. WebD requiring all
Sure They Are.
charters to be granted by the legisla- work
AWFUL WITH RASH
TIVE JUDICIARY
Nothing uncertain auout the
ture in general laws whereby cities
of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe.
divided into classes.
are
There la plenty of positive proof, of
Mr. Colter ottered a proposition
this In the testimony of citizens. Such
the amendment of the Las Cruces Bar Association' Ran Over Bodies, Too. Dry and Very
the most Sixty-Fou- r
evidence should convince
Propositions In- proTiding for Under
it amendments
Crusty Used Cuticuraand Did
skeptical doubter. Read the following
troduced at Phoenix by constitution.
Adopts Formal Resolution
No More Scratching. Eczema
may be submitted to the people by
statement:
in the Matter
of the mera-- i
the vote of three-fifth- s
Wednesday Evening
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintana, ColDisappeared in 6 Weeks.
bers of each house of the legislature;
lege St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Sevon
or, an amendment may be initiated
eral years ago I used Doan's Kidney
COURTIS DESIRED Now More Than Two Years Ago and
VOTER a petition signed by 18 per cent of
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack HITTING
No Sign of Trouble Has Returned.
lor
elections
voters.
the
Special
At that time a
of kidney complaint.
orbe
amending the constitution may
statement appeared in the local pa"My two children suffered from an
s
vote of the leg- Probate Jurisdiction Should Be
to dered by a
pers, telling of raj experience and I Arizona Convention Likely
affection of the face and hands.
It
convenno
of
constitutional
Vested
but
in
Btartml first with
islature,
Legal
Judges
now take pleasure In confirming all
JAdopt Educational
little
demanded
tion shall lie called unless
spots
Education
that was then said in favor of Doan's
which afterwards
Qualifications.
by the people. But the question of
until
got biggi-Kidney Pills. I had pain3 in my back
holding such a convention shall be
they were the size
that made It difficult for me to stoop
Las Cruces, N. M., Oct. 22. A meett me cent pieces.
Arizona
Republican.)
(Thursday's
submitted every twenty years.
and there were othe.' troubles 'which
The outside being of the local Bar Association was
There are now sixty-fou- r
proposicame dry
and
Mr. Ellinwood offered two propo- held this week for the
plainly showed that my kidneys were
disof
purpose
verv crusty. The
at fault. Soon after I began taking tions for inclusion in the constitution sitions, one relative to the powers of
rash
of
the
on their
judisystem
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement of the state of Arizona, an even score the legislature and the other prohib- cussingunder proposed
faces was awful
the state government.
?f and afterwards
was noticeable and the contents of having been presented yesterday, em- iting the legislature from levying tax ciary
it ran over the
Judge Frak W. Parker, associate
two boxes restored m7 kidneys to bracing a wide variety of subjects. for road purposes.
body. too.
New
court
of
of
the
The
convention
supreme
justice
Wednesday
removed
condition
began
and
their normal
" I had a doctor for them but he could
Clipping the Courts' Claws.
and
Mexico, who is ne of the Dona Ana
proposition,
not help. Then I read of the Cuticura
the pain from my back. I am glad to with the forty-fiftof
Cunniff
Mr.
proposed
in
Yavapai
constitutional
the
reached
was
Remedies. As I am a chemist, having
county delgeates
say that during the time that has when the
in convention, and the chairman of the
served my apprenticeship in Germany, I
since passed, my cure has been per- it occurred to the reporter that he the limiting of the power of courts
did not have much ronfiilenw in them.
his
Under
proposition
on
committee
injunctions.
Judicial
the
a
of
before
once
hud
heard
department
Yet I was noon tauRht something better,
manent."
or
or
no
of
association
members
the
was
for after I used Cutirnira Roan. Ointment
at
to
and
was
asked
be
present
proposition, that of Euclid,
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
arid Resolvent the first time the children
court
or
be
shall
der
prohibited by
the meeting. Judge Edward R. Wright
Co., Buffalo, familiarly known as "Pons Asinorum,"
cents.
felt very well and did no more scratchfrom
may
those
ders
they
also
in
doing
was
attendof
things
of
those
information
the
Alamogordo
for
ing. Then the eczema became dry and
New York, sole agents for the United which,'
entirely disappeared after about six
who do not know Latin or geometry, do under the constitution of the Unit- ance.
States.
weeks' treatment. This is now more
ed States. If the court should enforce
A great deal of dissatisfaction was
than two years ago and no sign of the
"Remember the name Doan's and means "Bridge of Asses." However, such an order he shall be deemed
No
nor
trouble has returned, therefor I can
there.
here
is
neither
that
members
of
the
various
by
expressed
take no other.
recommend the Cuticura Remedies
guilty of malfeasance and subject to Las Cruces bar at the sentiment rife
reflection is cast upon the
without reserve to all people who are
impeachment.
convention.
of
the
the
certain
time
mifferine with eczema. 'William Grelek,
at
proposition
among
present
If you want anything on earth try
74 Poiielas St., Brooklyn, N. T., Mar.
Mr. Bolan offered a proposition pro- members of the convention for an apOnly the numerical coincidence was
a New Mexican Want Ad.
10, 1010."
viding for the appointment of a min- pointive supreme court.
stiiking.
Cmlcijrn Soan r2SO. Cmlrnm Ointment
flft)
PtlH
nr i'litlrur
Cunrura Rfwilvi-n- t
(HV
is neither a ing inspector for a term of two years.
in
The
the
The meeting resulted
appointwild throughout fhP wnrld.
Potter Druf
rhp-be
A
an
Rnittnn. Mi
shall
So!.
it
Pmns..
Pnr,
experience
qualification
It
nor a new proposition.
ment of Edward C. Wade Jr., of the
book on sun Humon.
frfT,
LAOHDRT harmful
of five years. His duties law firm of Wade &
merely provides that an employe can- in mining
Wade, a commu
to
be fixed by the legislature.
not enter into a contract with a cor- are
te of one to draft a letter to Judge
Mr. Jones of Yavapai submitted a Parker setting forth the views of the theft was discovered and Leftwick
whereby the latter is reporation
Best Laundry Work leased from liability for damages in proposition relating to the qualifica- attorneys. This letter has been drawn was arrested. The wife took in washbut was unable to get enough
the case of the death or injury of the tions of sheriffs' officers, who must up and signed by practically
every ing
work to support herself and young
basket leavus Monday Tuesday former.
be qualified voters and residents of member of the bar.
ones. She worked as a farm laborer
Returns Thursday and Friday. Now, if the forty-fiftproposition the districts served by them.
The letter reads as follows.:
in the fields, picked cotton and did
Webb
A
offered
Mr.
there
i
by
proposition
AGENCY at 0. K. Barber Shop had been the
Honorable Frank W. Parker. Chair- the hardest kind of manual
labor.
would have been something more than prohibits discrimination among the
man on the Judicial Department, Finally she wrote the governor asking
Mrs PO. BRON A?ent
a numerical coincidence with the other different schools of medicine.
New Mexico Constitutional Conven- that he plea?e allow her to take her
A measure by Mr. Keegan would
It provides that no
Panne No 23 Red
husband's place in prison, suggesting
tion, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
fix the salaries of county and state Dear Sir:
that "Sidney was better able to pro
initiated law can be declared
for the babies." She told him
officers, all fees to be turned into the
the undersigned members of vide was
We,
growing ill and did not know
Two educational qualifications for treasury except civil fees collected the Las Cruces bar, in response to she
how long she could keep on her feet,
advoters measures were offered, one by by the sheriff.
13th
instant,
your letter of the
This letter was followed by a personal
On the subject of fees and salaries, dressed to the
Mr. Bardner and the other by Mr.
Lawyers of New Mex- appeal and this was her argument:
noof
would
those
have
Coker
on
ourselves
Ellinwood, differing only 4n that the Mr.
do
hereby place
ico,
"He would have been more of a crimi
former provides that it shall not ap taries, justices of the peace and con- record as being in favor of the cre- nal had he not stolen under the cirare
until
the
as
remain
stables
voters
they
ply to persons who are already
ation, by the insertion of appropriate cumstances than he was in stealing
or to voters who have attained the legislature can get action, and then provisions in the constitution of the for us."
the fee system, so far as possible in new state of New Mexico, of a judicial
hge o' 60 years without having learned
The pardon board investigated
to read the constitution of the United the cases of all offices, should be system as follows:
prison record and found that
abolished.
States. The Ellinwood measure is not
First. A supreme court, to be elect- the superintendent had given him "a
Corporation Commission.
different essentially from the pro
of the state to con- clean bill of health." The governor
Mr. Coker also took a whirl at the ed by the people
vision in the proposition submitted by
of not less than three members immediately attached his signature to
sist
One
proproposition
Mr. Orme the day before relating to corporations.
more than five members, with the pardon.
vides for the appointment of a com- nor
general elections.
not to exceed $0,000 per ansalaries
of three members to have
mission
PRETTY GOOD LOOKING
In the Interest of Labor.
terms not to exceed six
with
over all corpora- num,
TURNOUT
Mr. Pearsons, who had introduced general supervision shall
in
duration.
years
have charge
tion business, and
the
brought in two
Second, Five district judges, to be
you'll admit when we pend it around more, both in the interest of work- - over all public service corporations,
elected by the people with salaries not
lines.
to you. Of course it is.
railroad,
telegraph
including
One provides that only
ingmen.
water and light companies, to exceed $5,000 per annum.
Cathedral.
American citizens, or those who have telephones
RIGS
HIRING
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that the result of an election has been tions of every-daAttorneys-at-LaMeals 50 cents and up.
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Roosevelt became president, the out- prompted,
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cept in the last few days of it. Coal to act
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advanced in price, railroad traffic in
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there is much improvement, there law of 1903, which made such a stir, Santa Fe,
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many friends.
About 25 members of the younger
SOCIAL CALENDAR
set gave a dance in Library Hall last
night, Mrs.. A. J. Fischer served as
chaperon? and the boys and girls,
many of whom attend the high school,'
The readers of the New MexS
had an enjoyable time. Miss Pankey
ioan are invited to contribute
and Miss Jacks played violin selec- to this column, but are request- tions which were much appreciated
ed to have their announce- Miss Madeline Mills, who was to have
X ments in the office of the New
been one of the guests but is seriousMexican by Friday noon of
ly ill, was sent a program with the
each week. Address
"The
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Santa
Fe
Social
Calendar,
a sample of the dainty refreshments
New Mexican."
served.
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how
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Miss Hanlon.
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moved into the!
Cutting
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will be the strongest of
THE BEST HEATER JUST AS SURE AS,
at Loretto Hall, drama, "The Heirs of Wilson residence on Huena Vista
all arguments why you
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TEDDY THE LION
Rockford," by the pupils of Loretto Heights and will spend the winter
there.
His sister Mrs. George Cabot;
Academy for the benefit of the chapel.
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a
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upon en
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original
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physicians .attending Miss
fifth reunion of Scottish Rite Masons.
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line Mills at the executive mansion.
ciples, which are so
Her condition is about the same, but
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thoroughly efficient
the physicians say that the prognosis!
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to
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is favorable to quick re- and
practical
meet this afternoon.
covery.
make
the Wilson the
Attorney E. P. Davies Is home from
Simon Stern, a well known
mera business trip to Estanoiai
arrived
from
chant,
the
yesterday
greatest heater in the
Delegate H. M. Dougherty was a vis- Duke City, and appeared before the
in
world. Chief among
itor
Albuquerque yesterday.
committee on taxation of the consti-- j
C. C. Wheeler, a traveling man from
tutional convention.
these is the famous
They came as
Holland. Mich., is in the city.
representatives of the Commercial
C. R. Wise, representing a dental Club
of Albuquerque, and offered cer
supply house, is at the Palace.
tain limitations on tne tux rate aB
Mrs. Willie Adams, of Colonia Diaz,
adopted by that club recently.
Old Mexico, is at the Claire.
A
was given Miss
Fred H. West, a dry goods salesman Julia pleasant surprise
Conley Wednesday evening, it
of St. Louis, is calling on the trade.
an
her eighteenth birthday. Those
through which all gases ge- .d
Marcus P. Kelly of Albuquerque, is being
Hart-were
Misses
the
Jones,
'
burned, eliminating all waste.
in Santa Fe, on insurance business. present
D. D. Ferrell, the well known auto- ley, Windsor, Krick, Lntz, Bell, Pearmobile salesman, is here from El son, Conley and the Messrs. Butts,
Salas.
Muller,
Hartley, Bowlds,
Paso.
'
Deputy Internal Revenue. Collector Bowlds, Enderly, Stevenson, Ham pel,
T. C. McConnell was a visitor in Las Loomis, Sonikson and Vickroy. Dainty
'"
refreshments were served.
Millinery Thats New;
Vegas yesterday.
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address
T. S. Woolsey of Albuquerque,
employe of the U. S. forest service, irrigation. The occasion brought to
MAKERS HAVE REACHED A POINT
JUST RECEIVED
gether the leading men of the city,!
registered at Gregg's last evening.
WHERE THEY TURN OUT
Miss Ruth Windsor, of Cowles, is 'and gave an opportunity of presentif Its Anything in
visiting friends in the city and Is the ling the advantages of the southwestWHICH RIFOR THE LITTLE
which Governor Prince availed himhouse guest of Miss Eulah Hartley.
to
of
most
extent.
To
the fullest
VAL THo.SE OF THEIR ELDERS IN
Miss Louise Pruyn left this forenoon self
for Kansas City to visit a sister, who of those present the wonderful re-- (
PERFECTION OF .STYLE AND FINISH.
suits of irrigation were a revelation.
is ill at a Kansas City hospital.
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MANY FABRICS ARE REPRESENTED
The Fifteen Club will meet
motner general or tne ioretto nuns,
day of next week at the home of Mrs is
IN OUR SHOWING.
SOME ARE ELAhere from Loretto, Kentucky, and
MISS A MUGLER.
Walter, 405 East Palace avenue. Mrs.
will spend a few days at the convent.
will
BORATE
PLIAN.
OTHERS
preside.
Laughlin
Assistant Attorney General H. S. Mother Praxedes has held the position
fifteen
Clancy has gone to Farmington to of mother general for the past
6 TO
known In New it was midnight when the guests left
represent the Territory at the sale of years. She is well
be- TO
PRICES FROM
the farm that has escheated to it and Mexico as she was stationed many for their homes. Those present,
years ago at Las Cruces, and has also sides the hostess, were Mr. and Mrs.
which is valued at $30,000.
Receiver N. V. Gallegos of the land been at the convent at Loretto Heights Wheeler, Mrs. Lolita Alarid, Misses
SPLENDID VALUES IN AUTHENTIC
office at Tucumcari is spending the Denver and in FIoHsant, Mo. She is CeleStina Baca of Las Vegas, Mamie
week end in the city attending the accompanied by Sister Mechildes of
IN MANY FAVORED
STYLES
Eloisa Delgado, Pauline Garconvention and visiting friends. He the Loretto academy at Pueblo, Colo. Bulger,
AND THE NEWEST COLORINGS
Invitations have been received In cia, Opal Sanford, Lena Baca, Petrlta
will return home tonight.
E. S. Crist, son of Delegate J. H. this city to the wedding on Monday Delgado, Amelia Sena. Freddie MerTHE
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Digneo,
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Albuquerque,
where he is attending school. He
will visit his father here for a few Mrs. Isidor V. Gallegos, and Joaquin George Mignardot, William Beaehain,
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Daniel C. Ortiz, Gilbert Mirabal, Fred
F. Sandoval, son of Mr. and Mrs.
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Sandoval.
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by
Invitations have
Mrs. A. B. Renehan for a tea between will take place at the church of the W. West, Constant Chapman, James
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the hours of 3 and 5 at her home Immaculate Conception. At 2 o'clock Baca, Edward Berardinelli, Manuel
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Dr. T. P. Martin,
.
and ,T. W. Dwire ofsTaos arrived from at Mackel's hall..,!
SUIT EVERYBODY.
Mrs. James L. Seligman gave a tea
Roswell last evening on their way
home from the meetings of the Mason Thursday afternoon at her home on
IIIIAMl.
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SOLD BY URUGQISTS EVERYWHtRE
city, have returned to Pueblo after which was one of the most enjoyable
of
the season. The dining room table
visiting here several days.
The pupils in the seventh and eighth was artistically decorated in a yellow
grades at Loretto academy gave a color scheme. Mrs. Jaffa, Mrs. Palen,
surprise party last night to their new Mrs. Ervien and Mrs. Cartwright servWE ENDEAVOR To TREAT OUR
teacher, Sister Reginald. The affair ed assisted by Miss Ruth Laughlin.
was held from 2 to 5 p. m. and was Miss Anita Bergere, Miss Mary Foree.
PATRONS IN SUCH MANNER AS
Miss Flo Moore and Miss May Spita
greatly enjoyed.
TO MERIT THEIR PATRONAGE,
A party of Cincinnatians arrived Mrs. Renehan, Mrs. Rolls, Mrs. Small,
Mrs. E. C. Abbott and Mrs. Arthur
yesterday at the Claire and will go to
the Estancia valley today to look after Seligman also assisted.
The Rev. James Grattan Mythen
claims, In the party were E. Q.
the cast of the play "Why
Brown, Mrs. I. L. Brown, Miss Brown entertained
Smith Left Home" at . the rectory
and Miss Turner.
Telephone Red 3$ and km
night. Mrs. Palen acted as
A delightful affair was the surprise Thursday
your orders delivered
she
hostess
waB
and
assisted
by Mrs..
party given Mrs. Jaffa last night in Bean. Besides the members of the
celewas
which
honor of her birthday
Tfce following re suggested to the thirsty as something
cast who held a very jolly reunion,
brated by her many friends. The af- there were
eool and invitingpresent two out of town
fair was indeed a surprise to Mrs.
thte prescription
Mrs. George Cabot Ward, of
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
Jaffa for it had been quietly planned guests.
New York City, and Dr. Lawrence M.
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA, .
by several ladies.
Bishop of Varenna, Italy, a playwright, must know his business thoroughly
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
Mr aud Mrs. Carl A. Bishop gave and wno is
visiting Bronson Cutting when putting up a prescription
a dance Thursday night to a few with whom he toured
BOTTLING
Egypt a short
A COMPETENT
PHARMACIST,
friends af the home of Mr. and Mrs. time ago. Mrs. Bean and
her daugh
water.
filtered
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
All
made
from
drinks
Miss
of
in
honor
Henry P. Bardshar
ter, Miss Virginia Bean, the distin- - puts up our
Em,
prescriptions.
iranxxinxnu.-- i iixti
Shirley Packer of Boston, who is visnlnvcH
vloliniHf
vnimer
nthprl
rpt. Tne
iting Mrs. Bishop.
ingredients are full strength,
eral delightful musical gems on the
V. Kidder of Boston, vioi;n to the keen
, Mr. and Mrs. A.
enjoyment of every fresh, and of the best standard
RIPE FRUIT NOW
arrived yesterday and will spend some ore. At a seasonable hour refresh- - makes. In case of sickness you make
time in the Ancient City which Mr. ments were served, John Hunt being no
CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
mistajte in having your prescrip- Kidder formerly visited. Mr. Kidder uie caterer.
,
and FUNERAL
BOUQUETS,
us.
is an archaeologist and the son of a
Miss Margaret Alice Johns enter- tions put up by
DESIGNS.
K V.BOYLK Mgr,
distinguished Boston banker.
tained a delightful party at her home
CL1REHD0N POULTRY YARDS
Mrs. George W. Snyder and Mrs. on College street last Wednesday eveFRESH LAID EGGS every day
William W. Hill, of Pittsburg, are ning. A very enjoyable time was had.
Rocks
Cure
White
and
bred
barred
Chickens
G.
Plymouth
Mrs.
old
Dr.
and
Several popular
Standley
games were playvisiting
are yarded in the orchard under the trees mid fed oi, Wyandotte.
clean wholesome food
Small. Both are sisters of Mrs. Small ed, and many new games were introNo chance of Tuberculosis (terms nor Ptomaine poisoning,
only.
A FKW FAT MENS FOR KATING.
and although they have been here only duced which afforded great amuse& Co.
Stripling-Burrow- s
to
made
have
Successors
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a
ment.
were
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and
served
days
already
they
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TRUST CO;
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Business

Does a General Banking

Heater

,

Your Patronage Solicited

owisTh1 Time
To Buy Stoves

1

'

H. F.

President

N. B. LAUGHLIN,

W. E. GRIFFIN,

is"

STEPHENS, Cashier,

Asst.-Caseie-

I
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FLORIDA

j

II

GRAPE
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CALIFORNIA
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Now is the Time for putting up Concord Grapes

crop op english
Walnuts & almonds

in fresh
everything
fruits & vegetables
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,

OYSTERS

SaT

j

PHONE

S. KAUNE&nO

H.

i

No.
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THE SANTA FE
HARDWARE and
SUPPLY CO.

Hot Blast

FOR SALE OR RENT

Dtown

Residence property with all modern
r
heat etcetc.
conveniences,
Also furnished rooms for rent.
hot-wate-

O

WATSON

C- -

Insurance

Real Estate

COMPANY

&,

Santa Fe, New Mexico
119 San Franciscu

Ghildrens Dresses Cloaks

NEW

DREJJE

'

St.

j

.

THE

Surety Bonds

..

r--

Draft

Plione. Red Ho. 189

MIE--

HATS, VEILS etc.

HAND PAINTED CHINA,

:

Leather Rockers,

Upholstered

and Mahogany Rockers

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

$9,00

'

YOU ARE CORDIALLY

INVITED TO VISIT THE ROOMS OF TH E

FEW

A

MORE

THAT WE ARE GL0SIN6

OUTLINE
OUT TO

MAVAJO

MAKE

RUGS

-

Baskets ;

THE C. fc HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
raw lands,
under ditch, 840 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved; 860.00 to 8175 00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes,

Dry Farming Lands7l$5.d0
tANOHES,

'

LVRGB
AND
SMALL

If YOU

'

CHICHESTER S PILLS
.

UP-TO-D-

New Management.

'

LATEST
To

"to

t
'

$20.00 per acre

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov-

RANCHES,

-

eminent land. We have
.
prises, needlnn capital. Moneyed men: are:
invited tocorrespond with us.. :
H NEW MEXICO,' LET US HER
NEED ANYTHING

IjARGIS
AND
SMALL.

FROM YOU,

W. N: TOWNSEND & CO.

SOFT DRUMS

clerk

;

i

Shawgos Parisian Cleaning and Dye Works
GUAROLSJAN ANYTHIGSA.TISF'ACTION
ANTEED NEW MANAGEMENT-UP-TO-DA- TE
EQUIPMENT OOURTEOQS .TREATMENT- Gentlemen's Hat

RP72

Mad

New.

;

0. 0. SrlAWGO, Propietor

Ede

.......

..

To

tf

Blankets

-

YEARS

4

ROOM FOR

OUR NEW STOCK.

Curios

CLoAKS
$2.25 To
MISSES,

,

Santa re Trail Curio Company
WE HAVE

$14.00

$1.50

or

Furniture Co.

EXPERT EMBALMERS

14,

rABRICS

Mission and Oak Dining Room Suits
Akers-Wagne- r

SIZES

SANTA FE

WORKS.

CLARENDON
GARDEN

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY

'Bill

.

4

!and

Houf Electric Service

MieiHlT
We
Agents

m

.'.

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

DAY

and

Call SiS Operation

Santa Fe Water 'ND Light Company
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FILE NO. 76.
Public Indebtedness.
Introduced by G. E. Moffett.
Referred to Committee on Taxation
and Revenue.
Limit of Public Indebtedness.
Sec.
The state of New Mexico
shall not, in any manner, create any
one per
indebtedness exceeding
cent on the assessed valuation of the
taxable property of the state, as
shown by the last general assessment
to
for taxation, preceding; except
suppress insurrection or to provide
for the public defense.
Sec.
No debt in excess of the
taxes for the current year, shall in
any manner be created in the state of
Xew Mexico unless the proposition to
create such debt shall have been sub
mitted to a vote of the people and by
them approved; except to suppress in-- j
surrection or provide lor tne puoiic
defense.
No county shall In any man
Sec.
ner create any lnaeDtettness exceea-intwo per cent on the assessed valuation of taxable property in
such county, as shown by the last general assessment, preceding; provided,
however, that any county, city, town,
thereof,
village or other
may bond its legal existing debts at
the time of the adoption of this constitution, in any sum not exceeding
four, per cent on the assessed
valuation of the taxable property in
such county, city, town, village or othas shown by the last
er
general assessment for taxation.
No debt in excess of the
Sec.
taxes for the current year shall, In
any manner, be created by any counthereof, or any city,
ty, or
town or village, or any division thereof, or any school district, unless the
proposition to create such debt shall
have been submitted to a vote of the
people thereof and by them approved
in such manner as may be provided
by law.
No city, town or village or
Sec.

(1)

L.
.

"

nii'jj.

8 20
8 02
7 45

Oerroso90

...

on the side of the house where
winter blasts strike hardest always
has a lower temperature than the
rest of the house. There are times
when it is necessary to raise the
temperature quickly or to keep the
temperature up for a long period.
That can't be done by the regular
method of heating without great
trouble and overheating the rest of
the house. The only reliable
method of heating such a room
alone by other means is to use a

j..

32!....

9
8 55

Jtfe&''

i

30

Smokeless

jjii

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1910.

debts of the school district and the
interest thereon.
All personal property shall
Sec.
be assessed and taxes collected in the
county where such property is located
at the time provided by law for the
valuation and assessment for taxation.

That CoW loom

&

M.

Ahsolately smokeless and odorless
which can be kept at full or low heat for a short or long time.
Four quarts of oil will give a glowing heat for nine hours,
without smoke or smell.
An indicator always shows the amount of oil in the font.
Filler-ca- p
does not screw on; but is put in like a cork in a bottle,
and is attached by a chain and cannot get lost.
An automatic-lockin- g
flame spreader prevents the
wick from being turned high enough to smoke, and is easy to
remove and drop back so that it can be cleaned in an instant.
The burner body or gallery cannot become wedged, and can be unscrewed
e,
in an instant for rewicking. Finished in japan or nickel, strong, durable,
Has a cool handle.
built for service, and yet light and ornamental.

The greatest crisis in a woman's lif3
is when first she becomes a mother.
All the physical strength of her
nature is demanded at such times,
and it is necessary that her system
be thoroughly prepared for the event
in order that her health be preserved
for future years. Mother's Friend
la woman's safest reliance; it is a medicine for external use, composed of oils
and other ingredients which assist nature in all necessary physical changes of
the system. Its regular use before the coming of baby prepares the muscles
and tendons for the unusual strain, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres,
and strengthens all the membranes and tissues. Mother's Friend lessens the pain
and danger at the crisis, and leaves
the mother in such healthful condition that her recovery is always
rapid and natural. Mother's Friend
is sold at drug s'ores. Write for our
free book for expectant mothers.
BRAEFTTil.T) ESGULATOE CO,
Atlanta, Oa.

Mothers

MOTHElfS

except by a majority vote of the members elected to each house, nor unless
on its final passage the vote be taken
by ayes and nayes and the names of
those voting be entered on the

Sec.
Any member who has any
personal or private interest in, or who
Ar
is in the employ of any person, corp in
pni
poration or association having any
special or financial interest in any
i ib.ms
tuif ix wltli K. P. A 3. W. Ry, train both North aiulFSoutta.
or measure proposed or under
33taace 'or Van Houten S, M, meets trains at Preston N.lM.
consideration before the legislature
sti?a leavts Uce Park. N. M., for Kll.iibethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally! except
Sit i lays, Kare on on way $1.50 round trip; fifty pound Ibagwwe carried free.
shaii disclose the fact to the house of
M ina, V.
f.ir tlio lotiih nt ll;11 p. m. .'arrives from the
i'.IH tnH
which he is a member and shall not
Soutii at 4:38 a. m.
vote thereon.
The legislature shall pass no
Sec.
F. M. WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
E. G. DEDMAN,
law
any property from
exempting
&
V. P.
G. P. Agent,
Q. M.,
Superintendent.
taxation, except as otherwise provided in this constitution.
Dealers Everywhere. It not at yours, write for descriptive circular
n tut nearest agency oj me
-- mfm
'p-The legislature shall pass no
Sec.
'
law granting to any person, corpora5
tion or association any exclusive
V
rights, privileges, or immunities.
The legislature shall have
Sec.
no power to revive any 'right or remedy which may have become barred by
God says: "No drunkard can enter
lapse of time or by any statute of this
who
men
so
these
yearly
heaven,"
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
state. After suit has been commenced
must
W. C. T. U. MOTES.
go down to drunkard's graves,
in any cause of action, the legislature
all
in
and
Points
New
Douglas
go to hell, and the agreement with
shall have no power to take away such
hell is thus confirmed.
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to
cause of action or destroy any existPacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
But what of those, who for a price
FOUNDATIONS.
ing defense to such suit, or pass any
law effecting either side ot such case.
tempt and destroy their fellowman.
(Communicated)
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
The legislature shall have
Sec.
"For he looked for a city which hath What reason can any man give for
no power to release or extinguish, or
doing this terrible thing.
Hebrews.
foundations."
El
authorize the release or extinguishing,
Abraham Lincoln said: "The liquor
Every structure that is built, be it
thereof, or any subany
material, or national, legislative, ju- traffic is a cancer on society, eating division of any county, shall in any in whole or in part, the indebtedness,
de
or obligations of any per
dicial, moral or spiritual, seen or un- out the vitals and threatening
manner, create any Indebtedness ex liabilities,
or association to this
son,
corporation
seen, must have foundations, and up- struction, and all attempt to regulate ceeding two
on
as
the
per cent
or municipality
or
county
on the character of the foundation it will not only prove abortive, but sessed value of taxable
any
state,
property there thereof.
will greatly depend the stability of wih aggravate the evil. There must
however, that any city,!
provided,
in;
be no more attempts to regulate the town or
the structure.
The legislature shall pass no
Sec.
village may be authorized by
Our delegates to the constitutional cancer. It must be eradicated, not a law to create an additional indebted- law remitting to any county or coun
For Rites and full information addre.-- s
convention are engaged today in lay- root must be left behind; for until
four per ties any portion of the taxes levied
ness, not exceeding
ing a foundation, the foundation for this is done, all classes continue in cent on the assessed value of the tax- on the property in such counties for
a state. Is there any rule by which danger of becoming the victims of able
become
property therein as shown by the state nurnoses which have
taxes.
such
A.
but
they may be guided in choosing the strong drink."
delinquent
for
delinquent,
assessment,
last
preceding general
material of which this foundation shall
Do the liquor interests ever appear the purpose of building a sewage sys- when collected, or such parts as may
El Paso Texas.
be made. It must be true, it must be before anybody to defend their busi- tem therein.
be collected, shall be paid into the
strong, it must be lasting, it must lay ness, do they lift their voices in its
state treasury the same as other tax77.
NO.
FILE
four square and even.
es collected for the state.
behalf? Never. Secretly their agents
Constitutional Amendments.
In 1st Cor. 3rd vs. we may find go about with money, buying, buying,
FILE NO. 79.
G.
Moffett.
E.
Introduced
to
by
some directions in regard
laying no nnce too men to pay ior tneir
and Referendum.
Initiative
on
Constituto
Committee
Referred
foundations and building: Accoraing privilege 0( preying upon mankind,
Introduced by Frank H. Winston of
to the grace of God, which is given and t00 0ten tne gutter of their gold tional Amendments.
Sierra County.
ARTICLE
unto me, as a wise master builder, I hlinds thfi pve8 o men. an(i they for- amendment or Referred to Committee on Legislahave laid the foundation, and another get thelr duty to God and man and
Section
Any
muldetn tnereon, out let every man sell agaln thelr savior for the "thirty amendments to this constitution may tive Department. ,
Section 1. The legislative authoribe proposed by either branch of the
take heed how he buildeth thereupon." niprpa 0t aiiVer "
shall not only be vested in a Legty
same
be
shall
if
the
"For other foundation can no man
,
fellow-manand,
legislature,
Any man who teetrays his
islative
Assembly, but the people reis
which
is
laid
which
of
the
a
to
all
than
that
by
majority
lay
Christ, for he said "Ev- agreed
betrays
to
themselves the power to proserve
two
of
the
of
houses,
each
Jesus Christ."
en as ye have done it unto the least members
laws
and amendments to the
pose
this
build
man
"Now if any
upon
separately, such proposed
voting
of these, ye have done it unto me."
shall. Constitution, to be known as the
or
foundation
amendments
silver, precious
amendment
gold,
Will the men who are laying for us with the yaes and nays thereon, be "Initiative," and to propose the reevery
stones, wood, hay, stubble;
a stable gov- entered on their
or approval of laws or sections
man's work shall be made manifest; the foundation stones of would
journals, and it shall jection
coven- that
ernment
other than those necessary
of
say
they
laws,
it
for
declare
to
sub
shall
the
it,
the
for
be the duty of
day
legislature
of the
such amendment or amendments for the immediate preservation
shall be revealed by fire, and the fire ant and agree with the legalizedin liquor
mit
their to
of the state at the next public health, peace and safety and
shall try every man's work of what traffic, it Christ stood visibly covenant
electors
the
for the current expensort it is. If any man's work abide midst saying "Ye shall not
general election, and cause the same appropriations
which he hath built thereon he shall with death nor make an agreement to be published without delay for at ses of the state to be known as the
shall
or
receive a reward. If any man's work with hell," but "with judgment
least twelve weeks, prior to said elec- "Referendum"; and enact, rejectindeto
line
and
same
the
the
at
the
polls
righteousness
you
lay
approve
shall
he
suffer
loss,
shall be burned,
tion, in at least one newspaper of
of the Legislative Assembut he himself shall be saved; yet to the plummet."
general circulation, published in each pendently
B.
as by fire."
county, and if a majority of the elec bly.
Sec. 2. Any initiative measure may
And again in Isaiah, 28 we read: "I
tors voting thereon shall ratify the
be
proposed by a petition addressed to
a
tried
amend
a
or
such
amendment
stone,
same,
lay for a foundation
L
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
the
Secretary of State which Includes
founda
sure
ments shall become a part of this
stone, a precious stone, a
CITY OFFICE IN
a full text of the measure proposed,
constitution.
tion; he that believeth shall not make
and signed by legal voters of the
PROPOSITIONS
haste. Judgment also will I lay to
If two or more amendments
Sec.
equal in number to ten per cent
the line and righteousness to the
are proposed they shall be submitted State
NEW MEXICAN BLDG.
voters
of
registered at the last pre
hail
shall
sweep
plummet; and the
in such manner that the electors may
FILE NO. 75.
providing
ceding biennial election,
away the refuge of lies and the wavote for or against each separately.
or
f
of all the coun
that at least
Revenue and Taxation.
ters shall overflow the hiding place."
Whenever a majority of the ties of the State, each furnish as sign
Sec.
Introduced by G. B. Moffett.
"And your covenant with death shall
members of each branch of the legis- ers thereto, ten per cent or more ot
and your agreement
Referred to Committee on Taxation
be
lature, voting separately, shall deem the number of legal voters in such
with hell shall not stand; when the and Revenue,
it
necessary to call a constitutional
that such peti
shall pass
scourge
All lands and improve- convention to revise or amend this county; and provided
overflowing
Section
tion be filed with the Secretary of
through ye shall be trodden down by menta thereon shall be listed for as- - constitution
they shall submit to the State not later than six months prior
lt."
sessment, valued for taxation and as- electors at the next general election to the election at which the measure
as
now
sessed separately.
This advice is applicable
a proposition to call such convention, is to be voted upon.
then, for God was talking to the
All coal lands in the state and if a majority of all the electors
Sec.
Sec. 3. Any referendum measure
drunkards of Ephraim, who were op- from which coal is not being mined voting thereon shall be In favor of mav be nronosed
ad
by a petition,
he
and
says:
the
people,
pressing
shall be listed for assessment, valued holding such convention the legisla- dressed to the Secretary of State,
and
"They have erred through wine,
for taxation and assessed according to ture shall at the next regular session which includes a full text of the meas
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
out of the value.
of the legislature provide by law for ure and the law to be referred, and
sengers between Vaughn, N. H., and
Special automobiles furnished to ac- through, strong drink are
of wine,
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the commodate any number Of passenger way, they are swallowed up
All patented
and
Sec.
mines
calling the same; and sucn conven- signed by legal voters of the State
in
tion shall consist of a number of mem- equal in number to eight per cent of
El Paso & Southwestern and Hock Is- to make special connections with, an; they err in vision, they stumble
silwhich
claims
from
gold,
mining
land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also te connect with judgment."
ver and other precious metals, soda, bers not less than double the number voters registered at the last preceding
He says they have made a coven- saline, coal, mineral, oil or other val- of members of the house of represen- biennial election, provided that at
New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by com- ant with death and an agreement uable deposit, is or may be produced tatives, and any constitution that least one-haof all the counties of
made lies their shall be taxed n addition to the sur- may be adopted by such convention
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
the State, each, furnish as signers
municating with Manager of the Ros- with hell, and have
hid
falsehood
have
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at refuge and under
face improvements, and in lieu of tax shall have no validity until submitted thereto, eight per cent or more of the
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
es on lands not patented the gross to and adopted by the people.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate foi themselves.
number of legal voterB of sucn coun
The conditions in the days of Isaiah proceeds of such lands may be taxed
Sec.
This article shall not impair ty; and provided that said petition be
Baggage allowance of 60 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
were much as our own, and we have as may be provided by law. Provid-jus- t the right of the people to amend this filed with the Secretary of State with
as much need for a sure founda- - ed, such taxation shall not exceed five constitution by a vote upon an Inltia-- , in four months after the passage of
tioh now as they had in that olden per cent of the profits gained by such tive petition therefor.
the law on which 'the referendum is
J
FILE NO. 78.
time. We need judgment laid to the production.- demanded.
For state revenue, there Defining and Limiting the Powers of
Sec.
line and .righteousness to the plum-- j
If the referendum petition contain
6hall be levied annually a tax not to
the Legislature.
The New Mexican Printing com- met
TIME TABLE ALL
twenty per cent pt the whole number
exceed (4) four mills on the dollar Introduced by G. E. Moffett.
of the voters of the state, the law
with
hell
death
and
"Any agreement
has
civil
pany
criminal
and
prepared
LOCAL TRAINS dockets
- of the assessed valuation of the
asked to be referred to the people
especially for the use of jus- cannot stand, and no refuge of falseReferred to Committee on Legisla shall be suspended from the date of
can cover it. Any agreement able property in the state except for
tices of the peace. They are especiali
the filing of such petition until it
The following are the time tables ly ruled, with printed headings, in with the legalized liquor , traffic can- - the support of state educational and tive Department.
No law shall be passed ex- shall be approved or rejected at the
Sec.
of the local railroads:
either Spanish or English, made of not stand, for it is an agreement with charitable institutions, the payment
of the state debt and Interest thereon. cept by bill, and no bill shall be so polls.
v
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
good record paper, strongly and dur- both death and hell.
For county revenue, there altered or amended on Its passage
Sec.
Sec. 4. Petitions of the Initiative
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Southwestern System

The Best Route
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ed by the people of the State of New
Mexico."
Sec. 6. The Secretary of State shall

submit each measure, legally petitioned for, to the electors at the next biennial election after the filing thereof.
If votes equal in number to a majori
ty of those cast for members of the
Legislature or any state officer be in
favor of any initiative measure
cept amendments to the Constitution
sucn measure shall become a law of
tne btate, and shall take effect and
be In force sixty days after the election at which it was voted upon.
Amendments shall be adopted when
the number of votes cast therefor
s
of those cast for
equal
members of the legislature or any
state officer at the election when such
amendment is voted on; and shall become a part of the Constitution six
months after such election.
Sec. 7. The veto power of the Governor shall not extend to measures
enacted by the people.
Sec. 8. Any law referred to the
people by petition or by the legislature shall become null and void if a
majority of the votes cast on such
measure be against such law.
Sec. 9. A copy of each measure,
legally petitioned for, shall be published in pamphlet form and the pamphlet shall include any arguments offered by any person or association,
providing the cost of printing the
same shall accompany a copy of such
arguments. A copy of each pamphlet
so published shall be mailed to each
registered voter of the State at least
three months prior to the election at
ex-bi- ll

two-third-

(Continued on Page Seven.)
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G.F.&P.
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R0SWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX

our Paint business by grvmg" only the
best grades for a reasonable price.
Every can of our Paint Is reliable. It
Is made of the best White Lead and
colors, giving a uniform
coat and spreading easily an3 smoothly without streaks or spots. These
colors will not fade in the sun, and
they cover a large surface. One coat
of our Paint is as good as two of other
kinds.
well-groun- d

Charles W. Dudrow
SEW MEXICO CENTRAL

EL PASO TEXAS
,$13.40

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1910.

THE SANTA FE XEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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ARTICLE

.

Legislative Department.
Section 1. The legislative power
shall be vested in a senate and house
of representatives, to be elected by
the people, which shall be designated
the Legislature of the State of New
Mexico, and shall hold its sessions at
the seat of government
The people reserve the power to disapprove, suspend and annul any law
at any session of the legislature, except laws providing for the preservation of the public peace, health or
safety for payment of interest or principal of the public debt, for the current expenses of the government, or
for the maintenance of 'the public
schools, such power to be exercised in
the manner following:
Tpon the filing with the secretary
of state not less than four months
prior to any general election, of a
or petitions, signed by not less
than ten (10) per cent of the qualified electors of each judicial district
of the state, as shown by the total
number of votes cast at the last preceding general election, disapproving
any law, other than those above excepted, passed at the last preceding
session of the legislature, the question
of the approval or rejection of such
law shall be submitted to vote at such
general election; and if a majority of
the legal votes cast at such election
be cast for the rejection of such law,
it shall be considered annulled; otherwise, it shall remain in force, unless
subsequently repealed by the legislan

Sec. 9. Members of the legislature and safety, shall become a law unbefore entering upon their duties shall less it has been printed, and read
take and subscribe to the following three different times in each house,
oath or affirmation: "I do solemnly not more than two of which shall be
swear that I will support the consti- on the same day, and the third of
tution of the United States, and the which readings shall be in full.
constitution of the state of New MexSec. 18. No bill, except general apico, and faithfully discharge my du- propriation bills and bills for the codties as a member of the legislature." ification and revision of the laws, shall
The oath shall be administered in be passed containing more than one
the hall of the house to which the subject, which shall be clearly exmember is elected by the lieutenant-governo- r pressed in the title; but if any subin the Senate, and by the ject is embraced in any act which is
secretary of state in the House of Rep- not expressed in its title, such act
resentatives: or in case of the absence shall be void only as to so much thereof either of said officers, by a Judge of as shall not be so expressed. Genof the supreme or district court, or eral appropriation bills shall embrace
other officer authorized to administer nothing but the appropriations for the
oaths.
expenses of the executive, legislative.
Sec. 10. The Senate shall be called and judiciary departments of the
to order in the hall of the senate, by state, interest, sinking fund, payments
who shall be on the public debt, for public schools,
the lieutenant-governor- ,
the presiding officer; and the Senate (and for other expenses required by
shall, upon organization, elect a pres- existing laws; but if any such bill conident pro tempore, who shall preside tain any other matter, the whole law
in the absence of the lieutenant-governoshall not be thereby void, but only so
or when he is acting as gover- much thereof as is hereby forbidden
nor.
shall be considered of no effect. All
The House of Representatives shall other appropriations shall be made by
be called to order in the hall of said separate bills, each embracing but
house, by the secretary of state, who one subject.
shall preside until the election of
Sec. 19. No bill shall be passed exspeaker of the member receiving the cept by a vote of a majority of the
highest number of votes.
members present in each house, nor
Sec. 11. The other officers and em- unless on its final passage a vote he
ployees to be chosen by each house, taken by yeas and nays, and entered
and their compensation, shall be as on the journal.
i

j

follows:

Sec. 20.

No law shall be revised or

M.
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shall preside. No person shall be
convicted without the concurrence of
of the senators elected.
Sec. 39. All state officers and
judges of the district court shall be
liable to impeachment for crimes and
misdemeanors, or malfeasance in ofpublic schools.
but judgment in such cases shall
fice;
Regulating the rate of interest oil not extend further than removal from
money.
office and disqualification to hold any
The opening or conducting of any office of honor, trust or
profit, or to
election, or designating the place of vote, under the laws of this state; but
voting.
such officer or judge, whether convicted or acquitted shall, nevertheless, be
Declaring any person of age.
The sale of mortgaging or real es- liable to prosecution, trial, judgment,
tate of minors or others under dis- punishment or civil action, according
misdemeanors.

!

For assessment or collection of
taxes, or extending the time of collection thereof.
Summoning or impanelling jurors.
Providing for the management of

j

ability.
The protection of game or fish.
Chartering or licensing of ferries,
toll bridges or toll roads.
Remitting fines, penalties, forfeitures or taxes, or refunding money
paid into the state treasury, or relinquishing, extending or extinguishing,
in whole or In part, any indebtedness
or liability of any person or corporation, to the state, or any municipality

therein.
Creating, increasing or decreasing
fees, percentages or allowances of
public officers.
Changing the law of descent.
Granting to any corporation, association or individual, the right to lay
down railroad tracks, or any special
or exclusive privilege, immunity or
franchise, or amending existing charters for such purpose.
Changing the rules of evidence in
any trial or inquiry.
For limitation of actions.
(living effect to any informal or invalid deed, will, or other instrument.
Chartering banks, insurance companies, or loan and trust companies.
Exempting property from taxation.
Restoring to citizenship any person
convicted of an infamous crime.
Authorizing the adoption or legitimizing of children.
Changing the names of persons or
places.
Authorizing the creation, extension
or impairment of liens.
In every other case where a general
law can be made applicable, no special law shall he enacted.
Sec. 27. No law shall be enacted
legalizing the unauthorized or invalid
act of any officer; 'remitting any fine,
penalty or decree against, any officer;
or validating any illegal use of public
funds.
Sec. 2S. The legislature shall not
grant to any corporation, or person,
anv riehts. franchises, nrivileees. Im- m.lnities. or exemutions which shall
not, upon the same terms, and under
like conditions, apply equally to all
persons or corporations; and no exclusive right, franchise, privilege or
immunity shall be granted by the legislature or any municipality in this

two-third- s

to law.
Sec. 40. Any member of the legislature who shall vote, or use his influence, for or against any hill, resolution or measure in either House, or
for or against the election or choice
of a United States senator, or officer
or employee of either House, In con- sideration of any money, thing of
value, or promise thereof, shall be
deemed guilty of bribery, and upon
conviction thereof before a court of
competent jurisdiction, shall be dis
qualified to hold office, or to vote in
the 6tate, and may also he subjected
to such other punishment, as may be
provided by. law.
Sec. 41. Any member of the legislature, or other person, who shall
directly or indirectly, offer, give, or
promise any money. tning ot value.
privilege, or personal advantage, to
any member of the legislature, to influence him to vote or work for or
against any bill, resolution, measure,
or proposition, in either House, or the
election of the XTnlted States senator,
or the election or choice of any officer or employee of either House; or
any member of the legislature who
shall solicit from any person or corporation, any money, thing of value,
or personal advantage, for his vote or
influence, as such member shall be
deemed guilty of solicitation of bribery, and upon conviction thereof before a court of competent jurisdiction,
shall be disqualified to hold office, or
to vote in this state, and may be subject to such other punishment as
may be provided by law.
Sec. 42. Any person may be com peiieu to, testny in any lawiui invesugation or judicial proceeding against
any person who may be charged with
bribery, or solicitation of bribery, asdefined herein, and shall not be permitted to withhold his testimony on

ttire, on foreign insurance companies
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have all powers necessary to the legOne Postmaster at Three Dollars approval. If he approve, he will sign with the state or any municipality trouble and used several well known used in the Enabling
Act, shall be
of river In Sec. 27, Tp. 23 N., R. 9 E.
islature of a free state.
it, and deposit it with the secretary of thereof, authorized by any law
per day.
passed kidney medicines, all of which gave held to include only those officers by means of diversion and 1,000 acres
to
return
Sec. 3. The Senate shall consist of
he
otherwise
shall
it
state;
whose
to
duties
relate
administrathe
such
term.
No other officers or employees of
Nor shall any mem- me no relief until I started taking Fr
during
twenty-fou- r
(24) members, and the either house shall be elected or chosen the house in which it originated, with ber during the term for which he was
tion of the state government, or whose feet is to be conveyed to portion of
ley Kidney Pills. Before I used Fowhich
be
shall
his
House of Representatives of forty-nin- e at
entered
objections,
extends over the entire Sebastian Martin Grant by means of
be
jurisdiction
to
ofelected,
civil
appointed
nor
any
I
the
had
back
severe
any session,
compensation
ley's Kidney Pills
ditches and there used for irrigation
State.
(49) members.
as herein fixed increased, but the num-6e- r at large upon the journal; and such fice in the state.
aches and pains in my kidneys with
of 750 acres and domestic use.
bill shall not become a law unless
NO.
FILE
92.
Sec. 4. Members of the legislature
Sec. 31. No law Bhall be enacted suppression and cloudy voiding. On
and compensation may be decreasThe Territorial Engineer will take
s
With Reference to the Appropriation
of
thereafter approved by
must be qualified electors of their re-- ed.
authorizing any indebtedness which arising in the morning I would get
this
application up for consideration
of
Public
Secthe members present and voting in does not also provide for
Money for Private or
spective districts and residents of New
on the 27th day of December, 1910,
levying a du'l headaches. Now I have taken
Sec. 12. Each member of the legis- each house
tarian Purposes.
by yea and nay vote enter- tax sufficient to pay the interest, and three bottles of Foley's Kidney Pills
Mexico for at least two years next
lature shall receive as compensation ed in their
Introduced by James A. Hall of and all persons who may oppose the
a sinking fund to pay principal, at and feel 100 per cent better. I am
respective Journals.
preceding their election.
sum of Five (5)
for
his
the
granting of the above application
Roosevelt
services,
County.
The age of senators and represents-tivenever bothered with my kidneys or
Any bill not returned by the gov- maturity.
must file their objections substantifor each day's attendance, and
Dollars
to
on
Referred
Committee
Taxation
Sec. 32. Except for interest or oth- bladder and again feel like my own
shall be not less than twenty-fiv- ten
ated with affidavits (properly backed
cents for each mile traveled ernor within three (3) days, Sundays er
and
Revenue.
(10)
on
the
twen
mon
The
Pharmacv.
and
for
payments
Sold
self,"
debt,
senators,
Capital
by
(25) years
The Legislature shall never have with application number), iwith the
in going to and returning from the excepted, after being presented to ey shall be paid outpublic
e
of the treasury
(21) years representatives, re seat of
to appropriate public money territorial engineer on or before that
trav- him, shall become a law, whether only upon
the
usual
by
authority
government
appropriations made by the
spectively .
or property to the use, or benefit, di- date.
eled route, and shall receive no other signed by him or not, unless the leg- legislature, and In no case otherwise CONSTITUTIONAL
No person shall be eligible for the
PROPOSITIONS.
such
islature
VERNON L. SULLIVAN.
of any sect,
rectly or Indirectly,
than upon warrant drawn by the prop
perqu'site or allowance return, by adjournment prevent )
legislature who at the time of qual compensation,
Territorial Engineer
church, denomination, or system of reer
whatever.
to
officer,
law,
pursuant
(Continued from Page Three)
ifying holds any office of trust or
or
bill presented to the governor
benefit
or
for
the
supuse,
ligion,
Every
13.
33.
deterhouse
Each
Sec.
Sec.
No
may
appropriation shall be
profit under the state, county or naduring the last three (3) days of the made for charitable, educational or which the measure Is to be voted up- port of any minister, preacher, priest, NOTICE OF SALE AT PUBLIC AUCtional governments, except notaries mine the rules of its proceedings, punor other religious teacher or dignitary,
or
be
shall
TION OF LANDS BELONGING TO
disapapproved
other benevolent purpose to any per on.
ish its members or others for con- session,
public and officers of the militia, who
or sectarian institution as such.
THE
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXI.
in ifs proved by him within six (6) days after son, corporation, association or combehavior
or
tempt
disorderly
FILE NO. 81.
receives no salary.
FILE NO. 87.
CO, SITUATED AT FARMINGTON,
and protect its members the adjournment, and shall be by him munity, not under the absolute conpresence,
or
Voters.
Qualifications
Sec. 5. Members of the legislature
sec- trol, of the state, provided that the
Relating to the Australian Ballot.
SAN JUAN COUNTY, NEW MEXagainst violence or offers of bribe or Immediately deposited with the
Introduced by Benjamin F. Pankey. Introduced by W. E. Garrison of
shall be elected, as follows: Senators private solicitation; and, with the con- retary of state.
ICO.
legislature may, in its discretion,
Referred to Committee on Elective Dona Ana County.
for the term of four (4) years, and currence of
s
Notice is hereby given that the un
of its members-elect- ,
The governor may In like manner make appropriations for those charit Franchise. .
to
Committee
on
Referred
Elective
able institutions and hospitals, annual
members of the House of Representadersigned, or his duly authorized rep
may expel a member; but shall approve or disapprove any part or
no male person Franchise.
Section 1.
tives for the term of two (2) years. not expel a member the second time parts, Item or Items, of any bill appro- appropriations for the maintenance of who is a citizenThat
of
United
the
States
At all elections by the electors with- resentative will, on the 24th day of
Which were provided by the Legisla-tlvThey shall be elected on the day pro- for the same act.
and a resident of the State of New in the State the vote 6hall be by se- October, 1910, at the hour of two
money, and such parts or
priating
of
1909.
Assembly
vided by law for holding the general
Punishment for contempt or disor items as are approved, shall become
Mexico for a period of six months, and cret ballot by the system known as o'clock in the afternoon of said day, in
sec. 34. No donation shall be of the
election of state officers or representa- derly behavior, or expulsion, shall not law, and such as are disapproved
front of the postoffice in the town of
county ninety days, and pre- the Australian Ballot.
tives in Congress, and, except those be a bar to criminal prosecution for shall be void, unless passed over his made by the state, or any county or cinct thirty days, and who is not unFarmington, San Juan county, New
elected at the first election under this the same offense.
municipality therein, nor shall the aid der conviction for a felony and is not
Mexico, sell at public auction the fol-veto, as herein provided.
IT
ALL."
BEATS
or credit of the state, or any county non
constitution, their term of office shall
described real estate,
lowing
compos mentos, shall ever be by
14. All sessions of each house
25. All laws enacted at- any or
Sec.
Sec.
M.
This
a
is quoted from
letter of
municipality thereof, be loaned or
begin on the first Monday of January shall be
The NE
of the NE
the S
session of the legislature shall go into given, to or in aid of any person, as- any law of the state denied the right Stockwell, Hannibal, Mo. "I recently
public.
thereafter.
vote at all elections held In the used
4
and the NE
of the
Each house shall keep a journal of effect ninety (90) days after the ad- sociation, company, corporation or to
and Tar for the of the NE
Foley'.s
Honey
state.
SB
of Section 17, Township 29
When a vacancy occurs in either Its
I
am
first
time.
To
does
of
genand
the
that
say
except
copy
to
pleased
original
session,
or in aid of the
journment
proceedings,
'
municipality, or
Sec. 2. That qualifications of vot
house, by death, resignation, or other- thereof shall be filed with the secre- eral appropriation laws, which shall construction of any railroad, or for
half express my feelings. It beats North, Range 13 West of the New
ers as herein prescribed shall not be not
Mexico
wise, such vacancy shall be filled for tary, of state at the close of the ses- go into effect 'mmediately upon their any private enterprise.
Principal Meridian, 160 acres.
all the remedies I ever used. I conchanged or modified prior to the year tracted a bad cold and was threatof sale: One-thirTerms
the remainder of the term by a special sion, and shall be printed and pub- passage and approval. If it shall be
cash, the
35.
No obligation or liability A. D. 1940.
Sec.
balance
of
the purchase price payable
doswith
ened
The
election, to be called by the governor. lished under his authority.
first
of
the
pneumonia.
of any person, association or corporanecessary for the preservation
3. That after that date such
Sec.
Sec. 6. The first session of the legThe yeas and nays on any question public peace, health or safety, that tion, held or owned by or owing to qualifications shall only be changed es gave great relief and one bottle in three years, secured by mortgage
islature shall begin at twelve o'clock, shall, at the request of
me." Contains no upon the property bearing interest at
of any other act go into effect without the state, or any municipal corpora- or modified by a
s
vote of completely cured The
Sold
noon, on the day specified in the proc- the members present, be entered upon delay, such necessity shall be stated tion therein, shall ever be
opiates.
by
Capital Pharm- the rate of six per cent per annum.
exchanged, both branches of the Legislature, fol
All bids must be accompanied by a
lamation of the governor.
s
the Journal.
in one section ot said act, and if pass- transferred, remitted, released, post- lowed by a
vote of the acy.
certified check for $1000, as an evis
The second session shall begin at
vote of each house. poned, or in any way diminished by people of New Mexico cast in favor
Sec. 15. Members oi the legisla- ed by
dence of good faith and to secure the
NOTICE.
twelve o'clock, noon, on the second ture shall, in all cases, except treason, It shall go into effect immediately the legislature, nor shall any such thereof.
Department of Territorial Engineer. payment of all expenses of said sale
FILE NO. 82.
obligation or liability be extinguished,
Tuesday of January next after, the felony and breach of the peace, by priv upon itp passage and approval.
in case the purchaser does not comNumber of Application 503.
the payment thereof Into
first general election occurring there- ileged from arrest during their atRelating to Education.
Sec. 26. The legislature shall not except by
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 28th, 1910. plete his purchase. No bids for less
Offered by Raymundo Harrison of
after, and the legislature shall hold tendance at the sessions of their re pass local or special laws in any of the proper treasury.
Notice Is hereby given that on the than $150.00 per acre win be considSec. 36. No person shall be exempt Guadalupe County.
regular sessions beginning at twelve spective houses, and on going to and the following cases:
Referred to Committee on Educa- 21st day of September, 1910 in ac- ered, nor will any bid for a fractional
from prosecution and punishment for
o'clock, noon, on the second Tuesday returning from the same; and no
divorces.
Granting
crime or offense against any law tion.
cordance with Section 26, Irrigation part of the 160 acres be considered,
of January, every Becond year there- member, for words spoken In any
Laying out, opening, altering or any
That the public schools of the State Law of 1907 La Joya Land, Irrigation and the territory hereby reserves the
of
this
state, by reason of the subseafter.
speech or debate, or for any vote he working roads or highways, except as
of New Mexico be allowed to teach and
Development Company of Santa right to reject any and all bids. Ten
No regular session except the first, may cast as such member, shall be to state roads extending into more quent repeal of such law.
Sec. 37. After any suit or criminal the Spanish language as a secondary Fe, county of Santa Fe, territory of days from the date of sale will be alwhich may be ninety (90) days, shall questioned in any other place.
one
roads.
than
county, and military
action has been commenced In any language, to all those children whose New Mexico, made an application to lowed for the making of the first payexceed sixty (60) days.
Sec. 16. Neither house shall, with
Vacating roads, town plats, streets, court in this state, no act of the
parents may so wish, but that the the Territorial Engineer of New Mex- ment. In case of failure to make such
Sec. 7. Special sessions of the leg- out the consent of the ofher, adjourn alleys or public grounds.
affect the right or reme- teaching said language may not be ico for a
permit to appropriate trom payment by the successful bidder, the
islature may be called by the gover-nb- for more than two (2) days, Sundays
Locating or changing county seats, dy of either party, or change the made compulsory.
waters of the territory of $1000 deposited by him shall be rethe
public
nor
to
at which no business shall be excepted,
any other place than or changing county lines, except in rules of evidence and procedure in
FILE NO. 84.
New Mexico.
turned, after deducting therefrom al
transacted except such as relates to that where the two houses are sifting; creating new counties.
force at the time ot its filing, shall
In Reference to Insurance.
Such appropriation is to be made of the expenses connected with said
on
and
of
the
In
final
the
the
day
adjournproclamaafspecified
the objects
control therein.
Filed by J. W. Childers of Texico. from Rio
Regulating county or township
Grande at a point east bank sale.
"
tion of the governor calling the same. ment they shall adjourn at twelve fairs.
Referred to Committee on Corpora- of river in Sec. 27
Sec. 38. The sole power of imThis property is located about one- Tp. 23 N. R. 9 E.,
No special sessions shall exceed o'clock, noon.
duand
tions.
the
be
shall
In
vested
the
jurisdiction
Regulating
peachment
100 cu. ft. half mile from the town of Farming- means
and
of
by
diversion,
.
days.
Section
No foreign
Sec. 17. No law shall be passed ex ties of jusjtlces of the peace, police House of Representatives, and the
insurance
thirty (30)
Se- ton, county of San Juan, New Mexico,
concurrence of a majority of all the company shall be granted a license or per sec, and is to be conveyed to
Sec. 8. Each house shall he the cept by bill, an no bill shall be so magistrates and constables
bastian Martin, San Juan Pueblo and is under ditch, and is a most desirable
to
do
shall
business
in
State
elected
this
and
members
be
to
election
of
on
courts
In
or
altered
the
amended
qualifications
permitted
of
the
its
necessary
passage
Regulating
practice
Judge
would-bInvestors to
the exercise thereof. AH impeach- until it shall have complied with the Santa Cruz Grants by means of ditch- proposition for
A majority of through either house as to change its Justice.
.
of its own members.
irri- consider. The title Is fully vested In
used
for
and
there
es,
canals,
of
ments
be
laws
the
tried
the
shall
deposState, including
by. the Senate.
either house shall constitute a quorum original purpose. The enacting clause
Providing for change ot venueJ in
When sitting for that purpose, the it of such collateral or indemnity for gation of 10,000 acres and domestic the Territory of New Mexico by judgto do business, but a less number may of all bills shall be: "Be it enacted by civil or criminal cases.
;
ment and decree of the district court
senators shall be under oath, or affir- the protection of its patrons within use.
effect a temporary organization, ad- the Legislature of the State of New
Incorporating cities, towns or vil- mation, to do justice
will take of said county of San Juan.
The
Territorial
as
be
State
this
Engineer
to
may
law
by
prescribed
according
journ from day to day, and compel the Mexlcp." Any bill may originate In lages, or changing or amending the and evidence. When the
governor or law, and shall agree to pay all such this application up for consideration TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO,
attendance of absent members by either house. No bill, except bills to charter of any city, town or village.
II
r
ROBT. P..ERVIEN.
la nn trial ' ihtt taxes and fees as may at any time be on 'the 27th day of December, 1910,
for
the
as
may
health
means
public
peace,
they
such
prescribe., provide
For the punishment of crimes or cWef juBtice of tne
Commissioner of Public Lands.
Bupreme court Imposed by law or act of the Legisla- - and all persons who may oppose the
s
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GBOCERY AND BAKERY
CONCORD
TOKAYS

BLACK MALOVIS

FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
HOME DRESSED POULTRY.
Phone No. 4,

IF YOU WANT THE

Delicious Hot

Most

Chocolate

OBTAINABLE IN THE CITY

TJ REX ALL STORE
Where Only Groote's Dutch
Chocolate is Served

FISCHER DRUG

GOOD

COMPANY

REX ALL

STORE

REXALL STORE

BOYS
G RLS
LADIfcS
Evening wear

For School and House wear,

THE BEST COMFORT
AND THE BEST WEAR

All

Prices

JOHN PFLEUGER
248 San Francisco St.

Shoe Specialist
-

Tuberculosis Conquered
WRITE for TESTIMONIALS

of PROMINENT

PEOPLE FREE BOOKLET and WHY

NATURE'S CREATION SAVES CONSUMPTIVES
L. M. HOFFMAN, General Sales Agent, Albuquerque, N. M.

f

I

v

nn

,mnf
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,
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Preamble and Boundaries,
fixing the 103d meridian as New Mexico's eastern boundary and which will
The home of Kit Carson, the great j lead to a boundary dispute with Texas.
A. B. Fall offered the following rule
American hunter, scout and frontiers-- j
man, located at Taos, Taos county, for the legislative department; it be
ing Resolution No. 17:
.
E. A. Miera and Juan G. Clancy
, ?.
r.nm.
lodge of Masons of New Mexico which
v.uu
liuaigc ui LUG juai lci lug ui
recently met at Roswe,l. There the moved the suspension of the rules. panies. A short and long haul clause
sum of $1500 was raised and this sum The rules were unanimously suspend- is included.
insures the success of the project to ed. Malaquias Martinez moved the
The effort of the Republicans and
was
purchase the home of this famous adoption of the resolution and it
Democrats who favor the initiative
member of the Montezuma Lodge A.
to get together on
T. D. Burns introduced Resolution and referendum
V. & A. M. at Santa Fe and preserve
before the, on;
Plan of
committees
Xo.
that
the
18,
providing
The
it as a historic landmark.
veuuuii, was uut wiy sucbdiui iaob
' make their final report on Wednesday
house is an old adobe and is much of next week. A B. Fall amended the evening. Only three Democrats at- visited by tourists and artists at the ' resolution to provide for adjournment tended the meeting, which was held
present time because of its historic in-- to Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock and in the council chamber, and Hon. H.
that the Reterest.
m'
that the committees be Instructed to B. Fergusson suggestedover
the meetgenerally report in full by Wednesday.
A. A. publicans should take
Carson,
Christopher
known as "Kit" Carson, was born in Sedillos objected to the words "full ing and that the Democrats would reRe1S09 in Madison county, Kentucky, and or "final" reports. T. D. Burns de- tire pending the decision of the
He
action.
of
some
on
line
publicans
his
was
taken by
fended his resolution, saying that
when quite young
that the Republicans decide
parents to Howard county, Missouri. committtees must cease their work at suggested
that they then subAt the age of 17 he became a hunter, some time and that the convention upon a toplan and
the Democrats and a joint
it
mit
before
work
to
must
down
the
He
it
get
trapper and professionad guide.
meeting be held for the purpose of deacted as guide to Fremont in his ex-- ; The resolution was adopted as
ciding on united action.
ploration in the Rocky mountains
E; S. Stover of Albuquerque, was
T. B. Catron offered Resolution No elected chairman after the Demo(1842-'7- )
conducted parties over land
comof
1849-for
the
of
!
19. providing
printing
to California during the rush
crats retired. The evening was spent
50 to the newly discovered gold fields, mittee reports immediately without in listening to the views ot the variHe settled in New Mexico in 1854 and waiting for a convention session., The ous Republicans who favor the initia
became U. S. Indian agent at Taos. He resolution was adopted under suspen- tive and referendum and it was. finalwas breveted brigadier general for! sion of the rules.
ly decided to meet again today for
A letter from President W. H. Taft
further consideration of the matter.
services rendered here chiefly as a
was
Springer
scout during the Civil war. He died to Delegate Charles
Judge A. B. Fall addressed the meetread. It thanked the convention for
and told of the favorable action
in 1868 at Fort Lynn, Colo.
ing
its invitation to him to attend its sesMany of his relics now are in the! sions and regretted hia inability, to taken by the committee on legislaMasonic lodge rooms here and are vis-- 1 attend. After committee amendments tion on the referendum, and on moited by tourists. There is a monu- - the convention adjourned to Monday: tion of G. W. Priehard, a vote of
thanks was extended to the committee.
ment to him in front of the federal afternoon at 2 o'clock.
It appeared to be the sentiment of
buildine on Lincoln avenue. Kit Car- Convention Hall, Oct. 22, 1910.
a
number of the Republicans that
and
son was a frequent visitor here
To the President and Members of
matter 0f the initiative and
is remembered by the old timers.
Convention:
endum should be submitted to the peo- e
"Your committee on Legislative
in a separate amendment to the
ARIZONIANS
partment, respectfully recommends constitution. Dr. W. E. Garrison and
the adoption of the following rule, as judge F. W. Parker, of Dona Ana
the rule of this convention upon the county, both made strong talks for
(Continued From Page One.)
consideration of the report of this this proposition and it appeared to
Tempe and Mesa, and for the division committee, also of minority reports, j meet with favor. Judge Parker did
of Yuma, making a county of north if any, of amendments to the report, j not believe that the defeat of either
Yuma and southern Mohave, are slat- and of any other subjects touching the 0f these amendments, if submitted
ed to come before this convention. Legislative Department,
separately, would affect the validity
"Be it resolved, That the time limit of the constitution.
What is known as the "Southside"
that all of Maricopa county south and of all debate be fixed at eight (8) FOR SALE Cows, horses and wageast of the Salt river, seems in a hours, and no more. That of this time on.
Apply at Claire Cafe.
measure to favor making a new coun- three hours may be allowed, or so
for
the
is
as
much
thereof
necessary,
seat.
The
ty with Mesa as the county
favor of the
result of such division would be to discussion by thoseor insome
other sysinitiative
system,
one
and
RepubDemocratic
one
make
than
that
tem
referendum
of
proposed
Democratic
lican county where one
by the committee that twq hours be
county was before.
allowed for the discussion of amendments or objections to the report by
PHOTO STUDIO
GETTING DOWN TO HARD WORK. parties offering such amendments or
Will

!,,!

j

j

1

j

.

j

i

i

i

thete
De-jpi-

THIN-SKINNE-

j

NOTICE

THR EL'PINON

(Continued

the said file be

From Page One.)
la'id

upon the table

definitely.

"The other files referred to this
committee, are herewith returnea,
with the recommendation that they he
considered In committee of the whole.
.

I

In-

objections and three hours he. allowed to those favoring the adqption of
the report as it stands.
"And. after the expiration ot eight
hours so' allowed, no further; or other
time shall be allowed in the committee ot the whole, or in convention, for
discussion upon matters touching the
Legislative Department.",

you want than you do. But
we do kiow something about
styles, and best fabrics; and
we can tell if a suit 01 overcoat looks right on you; fits
properly; u becoming to you.
It's just as much to our interest as to y ours to get you
into the. right thing. We
can afford to bs disinterested abiut these things; but
we cant afford ta let you go
anywhere else for clothes
when ws ktiaw we've got the
best clothes made,

I

Hart Schaffner & Mm Suits $20 to

Hart Schaffner & Marx Overcoats $18 to

Copyright ftart Schaffner & Marx

Copyright Hart ScharTner tc Marx

5H

M

,

j

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX

N A

regulating and controlling all
charges and rates of railway, express,
telegraph, telephone, sleeping car and
all other transportation and transmission companies or common carriers."
The commission is also given ample
inquisitorial powers as to books and
ronnrrta nf pfirnnrnfinnn Hurt will have

mittee

Liberally

YOU

,

elective.
The committee on corporations, H
O. Bursum. chairman, has formulated
its report. It provides for an appoint
ive state corporation commission of
three to serve six years, only two of
the members to belong to the same
party. Each member is to receive a
salary of $3,000 a pear. The commission is given ample powers, including
,
"the duty of fixing, determining,
super-vising-

need the service we
in the matter of
good clothest It's a service
nobody else can render you;
because nobody, else has

I

SPARKS.

It is believed that the committee on
Judiciary will compromise on the matter of the selection of judges of the
appellate or supreme court. It is now
proposed to make them appointive for
the first ten years and after that time
,.

com-

THE BIG ST ORE

clothes in this town, and we
think nobody else has quite
the same idea we have about
the proper functions of a
clothing store.
Ourideais to see that our
customers get exactly what
they ought to have; if you
coma here we'll try to show
you what will be really
best for you; the color, style,
the weave, the model that
is best suited to your tpecial
case. We'll try not to think
we know more about what

CONVENTION
.

"Respectfully submitted,"

Grand Lodge Officials Met at servation.
Isidoro Armijo reported for the
Roswell and Subscribed
on

'

THE BEST SHOES FOR

....

$I500THIS

.

MENS

SHOES
For Street or

THE

to other proper commit-

at

i

THE

KIT

CAP

'

THE BEST IS NONE TOO

BUY

or
tees.

"A. B. FALL,
"SLOMON LUNA j
:
"E. A. MIERA,
'JUAN NAVARRO,
"PERFECTO ESQL'IBEL,
"UFRACIO GALLEGOS,
Great Scout's Residence
"CHARLES SPRINGER,
Taos Will Be Preserved
"T. B. CATRON,
"J. FRANK ROMERO,
as Landmark
"S. B. DAVIS."
The rest of the report is printed on
RAISED
WEEK another page.
Norman Bartlett reported for the
committee on Agriculture and Con-

Minor City Topics

OYSTERS ALWAYS
FISH EVERY FRIDAY
F. ANDREWS

(Continued From Page Five.)
'
The Wallace Club is meeting this days.
afternoon at the home of Miss McGib-bo"Mr. and Mrs. John W. Rhea and
little daughter, Miss Olivia, returned
V. D. Shea of the Denver and Rio last night after an extended absence
Grande railroad was a visitor in El Mrs. Rhea took the baby to Santa Fe
for its health last June and afterward
Paso, Texas, on Thursday.
W. A. Hawkins, general attorney joined Mr. Rhea in Kansas.
They
for the Southwestern, returned Wed have since been to Eureka
Springs,
nesday from San! a Fe, X. M." El Ark., for a visit and in Kansas City,
while Mr. hhea was on the market
Paso Herald.
John F. Fielding formerly of this vith cattle." Roswell Record.
city, has taken a position with the El
Paso and Southwestern railroad at El
Paso, Texas.
"Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Hayward departed Tuesday evening for Santa Fe
(' .onrlnued From Page 2.)
where they wHl make their future
home." Moriarty Messenger.
Be Sure and see Dr. Xicola's cane
Miss Lula Fiske was taken to Santa at the Grand.
Fe last Thursday evening to be placed
of Program Sunday Night
in a hospital and to receive medical at Change
the Elks' theater.
treatment. Moriarty Messenger.
Beautiful
Carnations and ChryMr. and Mrs. G. A. Martin, who
santhemums at The Clarendon Gard
two
on
to
home
their way
spent
days
en. Phone 12.
j El Paso, Texas,
from Spokane, Wash.,
Worth 5 times the price only 10c.
left this afternoon for the Pass City. At
the Grand tonight.
Train Two Hours Late The Santa
down from Santa Fe this morning.
Her oldest son and daughter are go- Fe train from the south and west due
this noon was two hours late again toing to teach school at Torreon."
day.
Estancia Daily Herald.
The Girls Club met Monday at the
The Best Shoes for the Best Wear
home of Miss Lucy Grygla and had and the best comfort, for all occasan enjoyable afternoon. The club will ions, is the subject called particular
meet Monday at the home of Miss attention to in the advertisement for
John Pfleuger in this issue. Read the
Hanlon, on East Palace avenue.
Former Delegate Thomas B. Catron advertisement.
Good Home Cooking at the Coffee
entertained at dinner Tuesday night
at his residence on Grant avenue. Cov- Kitchen, Lincoln and Palace avenues.
ers were laid for eighteen and the Please order in advance. Phone Black
color scheme of the table decorations j 152. I. M. Astler. .
was pink.
At the Grand tonight The Runaway.
Be Sure and see Dr. Nicola's cane
Mrs. Fitch and daughter have Joined
Judge James G. Fitch of Socorro, at at the Grand.
the Sanitarium. He is one of the delThe Cold Snap makes you realize
egates to the constitutional
that it is time to put on your winter
underwear and Seligman Bros, have
Mrs. J. E. Barber and Mr. and Mrs. something to say to you in their ad- Guy Wing of Seattle, Wash., are the j vertisement today regarding a special
guests of Mr.' and Mrs. Leroy O. brand "White Cat" underwear for
Moore at their residence on East Pal men. Read the ad.
ace avenue. Mrs. Barber is Mrs
At the Grand tonight, The Runaway.
'
Moore's mother and Mrs. Wing is her
See How Hubby Got a Raise, it's a
sister.
Biograph and at the Elks'. See it toOne of the most brilliant entertain- night.
ments of the season was the card
Good Music at the Grand tonight.
Healthseeker Dies Tom M. Bogle
party given Thursday night by the
Misses Manderfleld at their beautiful a healthseeker who came here serious- home on College avenue. Not only ly ill some months ago, died yesterday
were the rooms of the house resplend- - at the age of 26 years. He was the
ent under the rays of myriads of elec- - son of Dr. and Mrs. William T. Bogie
!tric lights but the placita, through of Ardmore,
Oklahoma, where the
which the guests walked, was strik- - funeral will take place. Mr. Bogie is
ingly beautiful as the soft rays of the survived by a widow.
full moon rested on the masses of
Worth 5 times the pricp only 10c.
ferns which served
as decorations, At the Grand tonight.
Your Only Chance to See that Base
lending indescribable charm to the
scene. There were eleven card tables ball picture is tonight at the Elks',
iin all, and fully sixty persons attend- Good Music at the Grand tonight.
ed the party including many well
Important Meeting of Business Men
known delegates. The game of 500
On next Tuesday evening a joint
was played and the prize winners meeting of the Commercial Club and
were Miss Kaune and Mrs. Venceslao the Board of Trade will be held in
jJaramillo and Land Commissioner R. the Commercial Club rooms, on the
P. Ervien and Eufracio Gallegos. Miss west side of the plaza. The matter of
Kaune received a beautiful brooch, preparing a suitable exhibit for the
Mrs. Jaramillo a hat pin and the men Chicago land show will be presented
scarf pins. The tallies were hand by Secretary H. B. Hening of the New
painted Japanese sachet bags of satin Mexico Bureau of Immigration,
and pins were used to make the
Worth 5 times the price only 10c.
score and they were much admired.
At the Grand tonight.
The refreshments were served in
the dining room, the color scheme of SOUTH CAROLINA CITIES
which was yellow and pink and that
SHOW SMALL GROWTH.
of the parlors was pink and white.
Oct. 22. Population
Washington,
Mrs. A. B. Fall, wife of Delegate A. statistics of the thirteenth census
B. Fall of Three Rivers, has arrived were made public for the following
in the city and is with her family at cities: Charleston, S. C, 58,833, an ln- the Wittman home they have rented crease of 3,026 or 5.4 over 5o,807 in
1900. Columbia, S. C, 26,319, an in.
durine the convention.
a
5 511 or 94 F. ner cent over
w,
home 'from 'Rochester,
Minn., this they can deport a disgruntled wife.
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CORNICHON'S

Pteefei

week but as she has not entirely re- fuperaiea i rum tne senoub operation
she underwent, it was decided to!
postpone her return home for some

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

IT.

SALMON

Be Open from this
on every day.
Now is the time to make

your HOLIDAY selections
Call and see our new
Mounts and Folders.
P E ALEXANDER, Prop

